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ABSTRACT 
 
Mechanical action can produce dramatic physical and mechanochemical effects when the 
energy is spatially or temporally concentrated. An important example of such phenomena in 
solids is the mechanical initiation of explosions, which has long been speculated to result from 
‘hot spot’ generation at localized microstructures in the energetic material (EM). Direct 
experimental evidence of such hot spots, however, is exceptionally limited; mechanisms for their 
generation are poorly understood and methods to control their locations remain elusive. Typical 
solid explosives are composites of EM crystals with polymer binders. Multiple mechanisms have 
been proposed for hot spot formation in these structures, such as shear band formation in 
explosive crystals, void collapses, interfacial friction and triboelectric discharge. Although model 
calculations have suggested that interstitial regions between crystals are critical locations for hot 
spot generation, it is still difficult to identify specific contributions from multiple potential 
mechanisms. Furthermore, attempts to observe hot spots in solids are trapped in a dilemma: a 
mechanical impact strong enough to create intense energy concentration also crushes and 
destroys the microstructure of the material. The whole process occurs in microseconds, which is 
too fast to be captured by typical temporally and spatially resolved thermal imaging techniques 
(~100 frames per second). To improve our understanding of mechanochemical processes in solid 
structures, a new method that allows the both imaging and control of thermo-mechanical energy 
deposition in solids is clearly needed.  
This thesis explores the generation and control of thermal hot spots in solid structures 
using ultrasound. With frequencies ranging from 20 kHz to 20 MHz, ultrasound can apply 
thousands to millions of small mechanical impacts repetitively into the material instead of a one-
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time powerful shock from conventional mechanical impact. The energy deposition process is 
therefore less destructive and also extends over a longer time period. The thermal response of the 
materials under ultrasonic impact was quantitatively studied by a thermal imaging microscope.  
Results in this thesis demonstrate the generation of intense, localized microscale hot spots 
in solid composites during mild ultrasonic irradiation. Composite models investigated include 
polymer matrix composites and polymer bonded composites. These ultrasonic hot spots, with 
heating rates reaching ~22,000 K s-1, are closely correlates with specific local structures in the 
composites, and the modification of these structures leads to rational and precise control of the 
microscale hot spots. This control, in turn, produces spatially and temporally definable thermal 
reactions in energetic materials, including fuel/oxidizer type explosives.  
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CHAPTER 1 
MECHANICAL ENERGY CONCENTRATION:  
ENERGETIC MATERIALS INITIATION AND THE EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND 
 
1.1 Introduction 
The connection between the mechanical and the chemical worlds has both historical 
roots1 and recent resurgence.2-6 The concentration and conversion of diffuse mechanical energy 
at spatially confined regions of micrometer, nanometer and molecular scale can produce 
dramatic physical and mechanochemical effects, such as chemical bond transformation,4, 7-9 
electric discharge,5, 10-12 luminescence,13-15 and intense localized heating (i.e., formation of 
thermal hot spots). Classic examples of localized heating from mechanical energy concentration 
include cavity collapse in liquid and gels,16-19 ultrasonic welding,20-21 and the mechanical 
initiation of explosions.22-23 To study the spatial concentration of mechanical energy, one must 
have a means of energy localization at rates faster than thermal dissipation, control over its 
location, and a ready method for time-resolved imaging of its formation and decay. Such 
investigations in solids (and especially in energetic materials, EMs), however, have proven to be 
difficult due to the complexity of materials microstructures, chemical reactivity of the solids, and 
the short lifetimes of transient hot spots.22, 24 
In this thesis, a specific type of mechanical energy, ultrasound, was explored as a source 
of mechanical stimuli to generate microscale localized heating in various composite solid 
structures. The particular interest and objective is the application of such ultrasonic heating to 
control the initiation process of micro-structured energetic materials. This introductory chapter 
will give an overview of (1) the composition and structure of solid-state EMs; (2) the role of 
thermal hot spots and mechanisms of energy concentration in the mechanical initiation of EMs; 
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(3) current knowledge of the physical and mechanochemical effects induced by high-intensity 
ultrasound, including acoustic cavitation, ultrasonic welding, and localized heating produced in 
tissues and materials; (4) the comparative advantages of using ultrasound as the mechanical 
energy source to investigate and control hot spot generation in EMs over the prior attempts. 
 
1.2 Energetic materials: compositions, structures and performance 
In general, energetic materials (EMs) refer to a class of materials that contain a high 
density of chemical energy, which can be released in the form of combustion or explosion.25-26 
EMs include explosives, propellants and pyrotechnic compositions, and can be a solid, liquid, 
gas, or mixed phases. In particular, the work in this thesis is relevant to solid-state explosives and 
propellants, which are the most common types of EM. Depending on their sensitivity, solid EMs 
may interact strongly with various forms of mechanical energy, such as shock wave, low velocity 
mechanical impact, friction and even mild static pressure. The performance of solid EMs (i.e., 
sensitivity, stability, detonation velocity, and detonation energy) is determined not only by their 
chemical composition, but also their heterogeneous micro-structures. 
 
1.2.1 Primary explosives 
Depending on their kinetic stability, most solid-state explosives can be categorized into 
two classes: primary explosives and secondary explosives. 
Primary explosives27-28 are explosive compositions that are highly sensitive to external 
stimuli such as mechanical impact, friction, heat, static electricity, and radiation. They have a 
very low reaction barrier in terms of chemical kinetics, and therefore can be initiated with a 
relatively small amount of energy. For examples, lead azide can explode after falling from a 
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height of only ~150 mm,29-30 and nitrogen triiodide can be detonated even with α radiation.31-32 
Some typical chemical compounds used as primary explosives are depicted in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Chemical structures of some common primary explosives. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Use of primary explosives to detonate secondary explosives. (a) Structure of an 
electrical detonator;33 (b) Schematic of a three stage explosive train.34 
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Primary explosives are predominantly used in initiating devices (e.g., detonators, blasting 
caps and ignitors) to produce mechanical shock or heat that successively detonates a larger 
amount of less sensitive secondary explosive, as shown in Figure 1.2. The fast decomposition 
rate of primary explosives usually results in a detonation velocity in the range of 3500−5500 
m/s,35 comparable to the low end of secondary explosives. The most commonly used primary 
explosive formula in detonators is the mixture of lead azide, lead styphnate and aluminum,36 
usually as compressed powders in a cartridge without a binder. 
 
1.2.2 Secondary explosives 
Secondary explosives are relatively insensitive to shock, friction and heat. Their 
decomposition reaction has a significant kinetic barrier (e.g., ~50 kcal/mol for PETN, 
pentaerythritol tetranitrate37), and therefore demands a substantial amount of energy to initiate. 
Secondary explosives are usually unreactive to dropping or heating (up to 500−600 K). When 
ignited, they burn quietly unless a large quantity is confined. Secondary explosives can only be 
reliably detonated by shock wave, e.g., from the detonation of primary explosives. Their 
insensitivity allows for safe handling and storage, and therefore almost all military applications 
(e.g., gun shells and war heads) use secondary explosives as the base charge. 
All secondary explosives that are currently used and developed are based on organic nitro 
compounds, as shown in Figure 1.3. RDX (cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine), HMX 
(cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine) and PETN were discovered in the early 20th century as 
more powerful alternatives to TNT (trinitrotoluene),38 while compounds such as ONC 
(octonitrocubane), TNAZ (1,3,3-trinitroazetidine) and CL-20 (hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane) 
are currently under development.39-41 As a general principle, compounds rich in N-NO2 bonds 
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are expected to have high positive enthalpy of formation (e.g., ΔHf = +253 kJ/kg for HMX35), 
and thus release high detonation energy under decomposition.42 The molecular level impact 
sensitivity of an EM compound is believed to be correlated with the charge distribution in the 
molecule (e.g. the degree of positive charge buildup over the C-NO2 bonds).43 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Compounds commonly used or under research as secondary explosives.25, 35, 44-46 R.E. 
factor (relative effectiveness factor) relates an explosive’s demolition power to that of TNT, in 
units of TNT equivalent/kg. 
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1.2.2.1 Polymer-bonded explosives 
In order to make the explosive charges easier to cast, compress, mold and machine, the 
secondary explosive powders are almost always coated and bonded together by a small fraction 
of polymer, so-called polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs). PBXs also have the benefit of being 
further desensitized from mechanical stimuli, providing higher level of safety for critical 
applications including nuclear weapons. 
PBXs typically contain 5 – 20 wt% of polymer binders.28 Typical polymer binders 
include elastomeric thermoplastics (polyurethane, Estane and some soft fluoropolymers such as 
Viton and Kel-F47-48), rubbers (silicone and hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene, HTPB), and 
traditional thermoplastics such as Nylon and polystyrene.49 Plasticizers can also be added with 
the polymer binders to further lower the sensitivity of the explosive and improve its 
processibility.45 Energetic plasticizers, such as nitroglycerine, and the more recently developed 
bis(2,2-dinitropropyl)acetal (BDNPA) and bis(2,2-dinitropropyl)formal (BDNPF) compounds,50-
51 are particularly effective as they further improve the energy output of the PBX. Polymers 
containing nitro- and azo- groups as energetic binders are also being researched.49, 52 The 
composition and polymer percentage of a PBX are determined by the mechanical properties, 
sensitivity and detonation performance demanded by specific applications. Some of the most 
common PBX compositions are listed in Table 1.1. 
To achieve the maximum packing density, the explosive particles in PBX usually have a 
bimodal size distribution53-54 — a mixture of large sub-mm crystals with small micron-size 
crystals, as shown in Figure 1.4 a, b. Morphologically, the smaller particles take the vacant 
spaces in the interstitial areas between closely packed larger crystals, and the polymer binders 
further fill in the cavities, as shown in Figure 1.4 c, d. Percentage of porosity left in the PBX 
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microstructure depends strongly on the molding process, but typical PBX can achieve >95% of 
their theoretical density.45 
 
Table 1.1 Representative PBX compositions.28, 46, 55  
Name Explosive component Binder component Plasticizer Applications 
PBX-9205 RDX 92% Polystyrene 6% Dioctyl phthalate 2% First PBX invented in 1947 
PBX-9501 HMX 95% Estane 2.5% BDNPA/F 2.5% 
High velocity charge;  
nuclear weapon base charge 
PBS-9501 Sucrose 95% Estane 2.5% BDNPA/F 2.5% 
Inert mechanical property 
simulant for PBX-9501 
PBX-9502 TATB 95% Kel-F 5% — Extremely insensitive warheads 
PBXN-3 RDX 85% Nylon 15% — AIM-9 Missile 
LX-14 HMX 95% Estane 5% — Nuclear weapon base charge 
XTX-8003 PETN 80% Sylgard 182 20% — High velocity charge; extrudable PBX 
EDC-29 HMX 95% HTPB 5% — UK high velocity charge 
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Figure 1.4 Bimodal particle size distribution and microstructure of PBX. (a) Particle size 
distribution of as-prepared coarse HMX and fine HMX crystals; (b) Particle size distribution of 
PBX formulated based on the coarse and fine HMX crystals;54 (c) Optical microscope image of a 
piece of pressed PBX 9501;56 (d) SEM image of the cross-section of LX-14.57  
 
1.2.2.2 Preparation and processing 
There are two general methods to prepare PBX composites, slurry precipitation 
method,58-59 which is applicable to PBX with thermoplastic binders, and cast-cure method,60-61 
which is applicable to PBX with crosslinkable thermosetting rubbers. 
In a slurry precipitation process, the explosive crystals are suspended and stirred with an 
anti-solvent of the polymer binder; a miscible solution of the polymer binder is added drop by 
drop to the slurry, and the polymer slowly precipitates out to coat the surface of the explosive 
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crystals. The crystal-polymer composite is collected and hot pressed in molds to obtain PBX 
charges with the desired density. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 1.5. 
In a cast-cure procedure, the explosive crystals are mechanically mixed with uncured 
polymer binder and the curing agent, degassed under vacuum, and then hot pressed so as to cure 
and mold the PBX charge at the same time. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Schematic(left) and photograph (right) of a slurry precipitation reactor.59 
 
1.2.2.3 Explosive simulants 
Due to the sensitivity and potential hazard of explosives, explosive simulants are often 
used for testing purposes. Among all simulants, sucrose has been the most frequently used inert 
crystals as a substitute for the explosive components in typical PBXs, due to their low cost, 
desirable  hardness and density (1.59 g/cm3), as well as the wide range of crystal sizes readily 
available.62 For example, the most studied PBX simulant, PBS-9501, is made by replacing the 
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HMX crystals with sucrose crystals of similar size distribution (Table 2.1).  Sucrose simulants 
have similar mechanical properties to their PBX counterpart, and therefore have been used to 
replace PBX in a variety of mechanical studies, including high strain rate measurements,63-64 
compressional failure analysis,65-66 and shock wave initiation experiments.62, 67-68 Some readily 
available inorganic crystals, such as NaCl and Ba(NO3)2, have also been used in mechanical 
studies as inert simulants.66, 69 
Besides mechanical simulants, other types of simulants have also been designed to have 
similar thermal, combustion and optical properties of corresponding explosives;70-72 they are less 
relevant to this thesis, which is mostly concerned with EM’s interaction with mechanical energy. 
 
1.2.3 Tertiary explosives and home-made explosives 
In certain large-scale civilian applications, such as mining and rock blasting, concerns 
about safety and cost are more important than the performance of the energetic material. In these 
scenarios, extremely insensitive ammonium salts, sometimes called “tertiary explosives”, are 
widely used. Tertiary explosives are not sensitive to impact, friction, or the shock wave 
generated by a primary explosive, but can only be initiated with the help of a secondary 
explosive booster.45 A typical tertiary explosive consists of oxidizing ammonium salt particles 
such as NH4NO3 and NH4ClO4, blended with a fuel (5-10% by weight), such as kerosene, to 
boost the detonation energy.73 
An oxidizer-fuel blend is also the dominant composition for home-made explosives. 
Other than the ammonium salt – fuel oil combination, compositions containing alkali chlorates or 
perchlorates as the oxidizer and sugar powder or wheat flour as fuel are also very common.74-75 
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1.2.4 Propellants 
Propellants are energetic compositions of which the combustion generates gas pressure to 
propel vehicles or projectiles. The oldest example of a propellant is black powder, a mixture of 
oxidizer (KNO3) and fuels (sulfur and charcoal), which is still currently used as a propellant in 
guns. 
Composite solid propellants for rocket motors form a particularly important class of 
propellants.76-78 Current research efforts are targeted at simulating their ignition conditions and 
combustion dynamics, as well as predicting and improving their performance.79-83 Composite 
solid propellants have been used in the booster engines of the Space Shuttle vehicles, the Delta II 
rockets, and a variety of space exploration programs including NASA’s Mars Exploration 
Rover.78 
All composite solid rocket propellants used today have an oxidizer-fuel-binder 
composition, with very similar microstructures to that of the PBX, as shown in Figure 1.6. For 
example, the most common type, ammonium perchlorate composite propellant (APCP), is 
composed of NH4ClO4 as an oxidizer (~70% by weight), fine aluminum powders as a high 
energy fuel (~16% by weight), and an elastomeric rubber such as HTPB or polybutadiene 
acrylonitrile (PBAN) copolymer as the binder and a low energy fuel (~14% by weight). Solid 
rocket motors containing the propellants are usually initiated with an ignitor, rather than a 
detonator (Figure 1.6). The processing of the composite propellants also follows the cast-cure 
procedure used for PBX production. 
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Figure 1.6 Microstructure of APCP (left, © Center of Simulation of Advanced Rockets, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and the schematic of a solid rocket motor (right, © 
Purdue University). 
 
1.2.5 EM sensitivity and performance 
The frictional and impact sensitivities are the two most important parameters in the 
evaluation of EM safety. Given a strong enough frictional force or impact energy, most EMs can 
be initiated. In large amounts, this can lead to undesirable detonations that cause severe 
accidents.84-85 Standard testing methods have been established for the quantitative measurement 
of frictional and impact sensitivities. Impact sensitivity is usually measured by a drop-weight 
test, in which a weight of a given mass is dropped from a predetermined height onto the striker 
plate and evidence of either reaction or no reaction is recorded. A sequence of tests is carried out 
to determine the impact energy required to produce explosion in 50% of all trials. High-speed 
camera can be integrated into the drop-weight test apparatus to record photographic evidence of 
explosion (Figure 1.7).86-87 Frictional sensitivity is usually tested by rubbing the sample against a 
ceramic pistil pressed by a predetermined weight.88  
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While the impact and friction sensitivity test results are sometimes difficult to reproduce 
accurately among different samples and test conditions,84, 89-90 general trends of EM sensitivity 
can still be observed. Polymer binders have been shown to significantly decrease the impact and 
frictional sensitivities of the EM crystals, with rubbery silicone binders more effectively 
reducing sensitivity than harder thermoplastic binders such as polymethylmethacrylate (Figure 
1.7).91 It has also been reported that inert grit particles with a low thermal conductance and a 
high melting point will sensitize the EM both under impact and friction, supporting the hot spot 
initiation mechanism (further discussed in Section 1.3) under such conditions.84, 92 
In general, to function as a good explosive, EM formulations must maximize expansion 
volume (i.e., density and gas formation) and heat release. The most important parameter to 
quantitatively characterize the performance of an explosive is detonation velocity,39, 71 which 
refers to the propagation speed of the shock front in the EM during detonation. The detonation 
velocity of an explosive is influenced by four factors: (1) the detonation energy of the energetic 
component, which is determined by the heat of formation for CHNO organic compounds; (2) 
loading density; empirically, the detonation velocity is found to have a linear relationship with 
EM density;93-94 (3) composition of the EM and the oxygen balance; oxygen balance can be 
adjusted by the addition of additives into the EM, particularly for the PBX, to control the 
combustion products; and (4) condition of the detonation; e.g., maximum detonation velocity can 
only be reached under volume-confined condition. 
Detonation velocity and pressure can be measured experimentally,95-96 predicted from 
simulation programs,97 or estimated from empirical equations based on the density and heat of 
formation of the material.98-99 The detonation velocities of typical secondary explosives are listed 
in Figure 1.3. Primary and tertiary explosives both have lower detonation velocities (1-5 km/s). 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic for the impact sensitivity test apparatus coupled with a high-speed camera 
(top), and the impact and friction sensitivities of a variety of bare EM crystals and their 
corresponding PBXs (bottom).86 PA: polymethylmethacrylate; sil: silicone rubber; form: styrene-
butadiene rubber; HNIW (2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazaisowurtzitane) and 
BCHMX (cis-1,3,4,6-tetranitro-octahydroimidazo-[4,5-d]imidazole) are cyclic nitro-amines 
similar to HMX and RDX.91 
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1.3 Hot spot mechanism for the mechanical initiation of explosions 
Various forms of energy sources can be applied to trigger the exothermic reaction and 
explosion of EMs, including laser heating,100-101 plasma, electrical discharge102-105 and 
mechanical impacts. Among all the techniques, electrical discharge and mechanical impacts are 
the most commonly encountered due to their convenience in field operations. While the use of 
electrical discharge is usually limited to the ignition of primary explosives in blasting caps,104, 106 
mechanical energy is widely used to trigger both primary and secondary explosives. The source 
of mechanical energy can be a shock wave (i.e., supersonic pressure wave), a low velocity 
impact (e.g., hammer strike), or even friction (for solids), shear and cavitation (for liquids), 
which have often been attributed as possible sources for the undesired accidental discharge of 
sensitive EMs. 
The mechanical initiation of explosions has been intensively investigated for more than a 
century.22 The process has been widely presumed to involve thermal hot spot formation within 
the EMs by thermo-mechanical energy deposition at specific microstructures.22-23, 92, 107-108 
Although a large body of theoretical and computational work exists in support of such hot spot 
formation,23-24, 57, 107, 109-110 there is still a significant lack of direct experimental observation, and 
consequently the understanding of the mechanisms for hot spot generation remains limited. 
 
1.3.1 Initiation of EM and the propagation of explosions 
1.3.1.1 Overview of the explosion process 
A typical explosive event can be divided into several stages: ignition, the growth of 
deflagration (burning), the deflagration to detonation transition (DDT), and the propagation of 
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the detonation. For propellants, only the first two stages, ignition and deflagration, would occur 
under normal combustion conditions. 
The ignition process refers to the initial thermal decomposition and exothermic reaction 
in localized regions of the EM, which provides the energy to start combustion propagation. The 
initiation of EM is the endothermic kinetic step during the first stage of ignition to overcome the 
energy barrier for the explosive reaction, which is analogous to nucleation step in crystallization. 
Deflagration is defined as combustions of the EM at a subsonic propagation velocity, with no 
significant pressure built up at the combustion front. Detonation, in contrast, refers to the 
combustion of EM at a supersonic propagation velocity, which creates a sustainable high 
pressure front (i.e., shock wave).  
A schematic for the typical explosion processes of EMs is illustrated in Figure 1.8, which 
will be further discussed in the following sections. 
 
 
Figure 1.8 Schematic overview of the EM explosion processes under electric arc, mechanical 
impact or direct heat ignition. 
 
1.3.1.2 Hot spot initiation and EM ignition 
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It is clear that in many EM ignition scenarios, especially in most accidental ignitions, the 
amount of mechanical energy imparted into the material is far less than is necessary to heat the 
whole piece of explosive to thermal decomposition (which requires a temperature of at least 500-
600 K for PBXs). It is therefore more plausible that the mechanical energy interacts with the 
heterogeneous structure of the EMs, causing chemical reactions to start only at tiny regions of 
intense localized heating, or the so-called thermal “hot spots”. Explosions can then develop from 
these hot spots, as heat accumulates from the localized exothermic reaction and further triggers 
the ignition of the surrounding volume, and the combustion grows (Figure 1.9).18, 22 Noticeably, 
this hot spot initiation mechanism is not only considered important for low-velocity impact and 
friction, but also for scenarios of moderate shock wave energy (i.e., P < 10 GPa).57, 111 Under 
extreme shock (e.g., detonation pressure wave of >30 GPa from an explosive train), it is likely 
that there is enough adiabatic compression and direct molecular excitations112-113 at the shock 
front to propagate a detonation immediately. 
 
 
Figure 1.9 Schematic for the importance of energy concentration and hot spot generation in EM 
initiation. 
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Once formed, the hot spots can serve as ignition sites that eventually lead to deflagration 
and detonation of the EMs. In order to sustain and expand, the hot spots need to meet critical 
conditions that are governed by the thermodynamics of the explosive reaction and the heat 
dissipation in the local environment. Specifically, a critical condition is reached when the 
temperature in a hot spot of a specific size and shape is high enough that the heat generation due 
to chemical reactions in the hot spot region is higher than the simultaneous heat loss through 
conduction across the surface of the hot spot. If these conditions are not met, the hot spot 
temperature cannot be sustained and will eventually quench (Figure 1.10). Solving both the heat 
diffusion and heat generation equations should give an analytic formula for the critical 
dimension of the hot spot dc, as a function of hot spot temperature, hot spot shape, and 
parameters of the EM (i.e., activation energy, reaction rate, heat conductivity).114-115 An example 
of the calculated critical conditions for HMX and TATB is shown in Figure 1.10, assuming 
perfectly spherical hot spot shape and homogeneous material structure. The higher critical hot 
spot temperature for TATB is caused by its higher activation energy and higher thermal 
conductivity, which also explains its lower impact sensitivity compared to HMX.116 
In general, experimental and theoretical work have shown that impact-induced hot spots 
are typically millimeter in size and several hundred degrees kelvin,117 while shock-induced hot 
spots are typically microns in size and in the >1000 K temperature range.57, 118 These two types 
of hot spot characteristics define the boundaries of the critical conditions. Because this thesis is 
mostly concerned with non-shock EM initiation, the most relevant scenario is sub-mm to mm 
size hot spots with a temperature of at least 500-600 K. 
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Figure 1.10 Schematic of the critical conditions of hot spot ignition (left), and the critical 
temperatures for spherical HMX and TATB hot spots as a function of diameter (right).116 
 
1.3.1.3 Deflagration and detonation 
Deflagration is characterized by a subsonic burning rate (i.e., typically from 10 to 1000 
m/s) after the EM ignition stage. The reaction propagates through heat conduction, convection 
and radiation. When a deflagration is confined, the burning explosive mass compresses unburned 
material to form a compaction wave, which may eventually lead to a high pressure detonation 
(Figure 1.11 a). This process is called the deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) and is 
considered as a pathway for many accidental explosions. 
In a detonation, a shock wave passes through the EM, creating an abrupt increase of 
pressure at the shock front, which is sustained by the energy release and gas expansion from the 
trailing exothermic reactions. A physical interpretation of the detonation state can be described 
by the ZND (Zel’dovich-Neuman-Döring) model based on the simplified scenario of a one-
dimensional shock propagation in a homogeneous medium. In the ZND model, a reaction zone 
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exists immediately following the shock front, where the EM molecules are excited by the 
extreme pressure and temperature to react and release energy which supports further propagation 
of the pressure wave. The end of the reaction zone is characterized by a Chapman-Jouguet plane 
of sonic speed, which separates the rarefaction wave of reacted gases.119-120 The ZND model has 
proven to be an accurate representation of steady-state, self-sustaining detonation waves when 
compared to experimental measurements of detonation velocity and pressure. The model does 
not, however, provide a clear view of how EM reactions are activated after the shock front at the 
molecular and microstructure level, a topic still under intensive investigation.111, 121-123 
 
 
Figure 1.11 (a) Schematic of DDT through compaction wave; (b) schematic and (c) simplified 
theoretical model of EM detonation.95 
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1.3.2 Mechanisms of hot spot generation: experimental 
Overall there are two sequential steps in the hot spot initiation theory: the thermal-
mechanical step, which generates hot spots from mechanical energy input, and the thermal-
chemical step, which leads to ignition and runaway reactions. While the latter phenomenon can 
be reasonably explained by chemical kinetics and hydrodynamics theories, there is no conclusive 
understanding of the detailed mechanisms of hot spot generation from thermomechanical energy 
conversion in the EMs. 
Experimental methods to directly observe thermal hot spots have been very limited. 
Traditionally, extremely intense hot spots have been indirectly observed and characterized by the 
emission of visible light from their core using high-speed camera or spectroscopies. Another 
method that allows the direct recording of thermal signals is the use of heat-sensitive films, 
which has been successful at spatially resolving heat distribution, but provides no information on 
real-time hot spot dynamics as its response is proportional to accumulative heating on qualitative 
basis. Recent advances in IR imaging techniques (further discussed in Chapter 2) provide a 
platform to spatially and temporally resolve localized heating at the µm and ms scale, but 
difficulties still remain in the capture and interpretation of the heating dynamics. Nevertheless, 
indirect and direct experimental observations have provided some significant insights into 
possible hot spot generation mechanisms, most of them showing that hot spots are closely 
associated with internal physical defects and mechanical discontinuities. The proposed 
mechanisms can be roughly divided into three categories: void collapse, plastic deformation and 
friction. In an actual mechanical EM initiation scenario, all these mechanisms may be 
intertwined with one another. 
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Figure 1.12 Selected frames from a high-speed photographic sequence of drop-weight impact (5 
kg from a height of 1 m) on an annular layer of 10 mg of powdered PETN.124 Field of view is 20 
mm. Frame times: 0, 70, 74, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135 and 140 µs. 
When the PETN powders were compressed, the sample became optically translucent (frame 1 to 
23). Ignition spot is visible on frame 24, at the top left corner of the highly compressed void. 
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1.3.2.1 Hot spot generation from void collapse 
Adiabatic compression of voids and pores in the solid EM has long been speculated as a 
viable mechanism to initiate explosions.125 In support of this mechanism, several researches have 
observed the drop-weight impact ignition of powdered annular secondary explosives using high-
speed visible light photography.124, 126-127 As shown in the example of Figure 1.12, the adiabatic 
compression of the center pore of the PETN powder annulus was able to create an ignition spot 
in its vicinity (frame 24, 120 µs after impact, identified by the flow of materials), which led to 
the complete deflagration of the EM. The ignition temperature could not be directly read from 
the photographs, but was estimated from the pore compression ratio to be as high as 450 °C. 
Reported pore diameters capable of initiating reactions under drop weight impact range from mm 
down to tens of µm.126 
Under a shock wave, pore collapse may also lead to strong jet formation. Strong light 
emission can be observed at the location where the jet impacts the wall of the void. This 
emission is possibly due to intense heating of the gas pocket trapped between the jet and the wall 
(Figure 1.13).17, 128-129 
 
 
Figure 1.13 (a) Photograph of a 3 mm diameter cavity in a gel before void is collapsed by an 
incident shock wave; (b) Luminescence concentrated in the lobes on either side of the jet 
(trajectory marked by the red dash line).17 
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In a heterogeneous PBX, voids and pores may exist between particles and also within 
explosive crystals. Figure 1.14 shows cavities observed inside as-prepared RDX crystals. It is 
widely known that EMs with higher porosities lead to higher sensitivity.130 High porosity 
ammonium nitrate crystals have been engineered to promote their mechanical response.73 This 
same strategy has also been proposed for high explosive crystals.131 
 
 
Figure 1.14 Optical micrographs of RDX samples obtained from various sources in an index of 
refraction matching liquid, the dark regions show the voids inside these crystals.132 Scale bar is 
300 µm. 
 
1.3.2.2 Hot spot generation from plastic deformation 
Plastic deformation of materials, in general, can absorb mechanical energy and generate a 
considerable amount of heat. The amount of heat generated is usually correlated to the 
mechanical properties of the material and also the strain rate of the deformation. 
Intense dynamic loading on a material (e.g., metals and ceramics) can produce adiabatic 
shear bands, which are narrow, nearly planar regions of very large shear force.133 When EMs are 
crushed at high strain, plastic deformations can localize as shear bands with dimensions on the 
order of microns. These bands, in turn, can cause ignitions due to shear heating. The production 
of localized heating in shear bands under drop-weight impact has been successfully recorded by 
heat-sensitive films, as shown in Figure 1.15, and by high-speed photography.134-135 Records are 
usually obtained by impacting the EMs from subcritical height of initiations. Noticeably, 
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evidence of shear band heating has also been recorded by infrared sensors and sensor arrays. IR 
signals reveal shear bands under drop-weight impact are generated on time stales of ~100 µs.136-
137 Shear band deformation of EMs has also been structurally resolved using digital speckle 
radiography,138-139 as shown in Figure 1.16, as well as with AFM studies at the single crystal 
scale.140 
In addition, intense plastic deformation can occur at the tip of a propagating crack. 
Heating from such crack tips have been well documented in failure mode studies of metals, 
alloys and composites.141-142 However, hot spot initiation from crack tips in EMs is not observed 
in experiments,134 probably because conditions necessary for critical hot spots cannot be reached. 
Typically, strain at the crack tip is localized in the sub-µm tip region and temperature rise is 
typically no more than 100 K.  
 
 
Figure 1.15 Photographs of the shear band heating (white arrows) recorded by heat-sensitive 
films on two pressed disks of RDX/DOS composites under a 5m/s drop-weight impact.135 DOS 
is dioctyl sebacate, which is liquid oil rather than a polymer binder. The graphs are both ~8 mm 
wide. Lighter regions correspond to more intense heating. 
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Figure 1.16 Quiver plots on the speckle radiograph of a PBS-9501 pellet under a projectile 
impact (white disk at the center) at 9 µs, showing shearing planes in the vicinity of the projectile. 
The x- and y-axes give the sugar mock dimensions in pixels, with a scale-factor of 12.6 ± 0.4 
pixels/mm.138 
 
1.3.2.3 Hot spot generation from friction 
Under mechanical loadings, localized heating from the frictional rubbing between 
different pieces of the EM is an intuitive mechanism for EM ignition. A frictional ignition 
mechanism is also well supported by the observation that the incorporation of hard grit particles 
into EMs increases their impact sensitivity.  
Heating and EM ignition from the interaction between explosive crystals and grit 
particles have been observed through high-speed photography,143 and more recently with IR 
thermography.144 The experimental setup and thermographs obtained from IR imaging of grit 
containing PBX samples under impact are shown in Figure 1.17. In addition to grit particle – EM 
crystal interaction, EM crystal-crystal interactions are also thought to be crucial for hot spot 
generation under drop-weight impact: a high loading of contacting EM crystals significantly 
increases the ignition threshold during the impact experiment.145 While particle-particle 
interactions have proven to be an important factor of EM ignition, to date there has been no 
definite confirmation that heating is caused by friction rather than plastic deformations during 
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the interactions. In all current reports, significant heating occurred at the few hundred µs time 
scale, which is nearly an order of magnitude slower than that of shear banding. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.17 Left: an experimental setup for the IR imaging of a PBX sample under a drop-
weight impact (5 m/s, 100 kN), with the photodiode taking visible light emission as a fiducial; 
each PBX sample is embedded with a ~400 µm silica grit particle near its bottom surface. Right: 
thermographs of PBX samples at different time spots after impact, showing intense heating in the 
vicinity of the embedded grit. Image scale was not given in original reference.144 The four 
thermographs were taken in four individual experiments, as sequential imaging was not possible 
due to limitations in the IR camera speed. 
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1.3.2.4 Complexity in actual EM systems 
In an actual PBX structure, void compression, plastic deformation, and friction may all 
exist and be interrelated under an impact or shock wave. Therefore, in real-world EMs it may be 
difficult to identify individual sources of hot spot generation. In addition, the dominant 
mechanism may also change under different mechanical, materials, and environmental 
conditions, e.g., strain rate, particle size, or temperature. For example, one would imagine that 
for EMs initiated by shock wave, void compression and plastic deformation may play a more 
significant mechanistic role than friction. 
So far, experimental work observing and interpreting thermomechanical heating in real-
world composite systems has been extremely rare. One example is work done by Field and co-
workers on the impact initiation of a series of composite explosives and propellants containing 
ammonium perchlorate crystals and HTPB binder imaged by high-speed photography.86 They 
observed that ignition occurs at the late stages of plastic deformation, usually from the peripheral 
regions, and accompanied by the tearing and cracking of larger crystals, which were believed to 
create voids and gases (Figure 1.18). They proposed that ignition was due to the add-on effect of 
plastic heating and adiabatic gas compressions and that shear banding may also come into play at 
lower temperatures. Importantly, the samples were unconfined in their experiment, which means 
that the proposed mechanisms may not truly reflect the ignition mechanisms in a confined 
charge. Other studies on the micro-structures of PBX simulants under high strain rates also point 
to tearing and fracture as the major failure modes during EM compression.64, 146-147  
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Figure 1.18 (a) Compression and ignition of a PBX sample under drop-weight impact; 
significant plastic deformation can be seen in frame 7 (469 µs). As the sample thickness 
approaches the thickness of the EM crystal size, the larger crystals in the sample appear brighter. 
Ignitions can be clearly identified in frame 9 (490 µs) and are circled in red; field of view is 20 
mm. (b) A magnified image showing ignition possibly originated from a cracked crystal site. (c), 
(d) and (e) SEM images showing the voids created by tearing and crystal fracture under impact.86 
 
1.3.3 Mechanisms of hot spot generation: simulations 
While experimental interpretations on the mechanisms of hot spot generation are often 
inhibited by the limited capabilities of the thermal detection techniques used and the complexity 
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of the composite structures, simulations are able to probe specific structures of interest in 
specific time frames without such limitations. Simulations are specifically helpful to provide 
insight into hot spot generation under shock wave, for which no real-time experimental data is so 
far available. Depending the theory and simulation methods applied, thermomechanical 
responses of EMs can be investigated from the meso- and macro-scale down to the molecular 
level.43, 148 The purpose of this sub-section is to give an overview of the critical insights from EM 
initiation simulations, rather than an in-depth discussion about the validity of each simulation 
method. 
A significant body of simulation research has focused on modeling void collapse in 
otherwise homogeneous EM crystals and the consequential heating effects149-155 using molecular 
dynamics and viscoplastic Cartesian methods. Three distinctive types of heating mechanisms are 
involved in void collapse: adiabatic compression, viscoplastic heating and hydrodynamic jets.150 
Under shock wave, all literature has consistently shown that hydrodynamic jetting is the major 
mechanism for critical hot spot generation. Some works have pointed out a critical minimal pore 
size of ~3 µm for significant energy concentration (Figure 1.19),150, 152 but others have found 
nanoscale voids to be effective as well.151, 155 Simulations which probe the interactions among 
multiple collapsing voids surprisingly show that increasing the volume fraction of voids may not 
increase the EM sensitivity.153 
A few molecular dynamics simulations have also investigated the microplasticity of a 
single EM crystal under shock wave.156-159 Plastic deformation bands formed along specific 
crystal planes (Figure 1.20 a) or due to dislocation pile-up, which partially supported the shear 
band heating mechanism experimentally observed. For nanocrystalline EM, heating localizes at 
grain boundaries due to either microplasticity or slip friction (Figure 1.20 b, c).158 
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Figure 1.19 Simulations of temperature distributions after the passage of a 4GPa shock over 
randomly distributed voids with a radius of 1, 3 or 5 µm in HMX.152 
 
 
Figure 1.20 (a) Simulated plastic band formation in a PETN crystal compressed by a [100] 
direction shock (velocity 1 km/s). Elastically compressed and inelastically displaced molecules 
are colored blue and red, respectively.156 (b) Simulation of the temperature distribution in a 
nanocrystalline shocked PETN crystal at 30 ps (shock velocity 1 km/s, left to tight), with the 
white dashed lines marking the grain boundaries, and (c) simulation of the maximum relative 
displacement (in angstrons) in the same material during the shock.158 
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Recent work using numerical modeling160 suggested that void collapse and shear band 
development may be interconnected. Shear bands grow out of the voids due to the presence of 
highly non-equilibrium shear stress produced by jetting and impingement, which drive plastic 
flow along certain crystallographic slip planes (Figure 1.21). 
Other simulation work has looked into hot spot evolution correlated to the crystal-
polymer heterogeneous structure of EMs. In a few recent molecular dynamics studies simplified 
models, which contained one single crystal-polymer interface, were used to probe interactions at 
this interface.161-164 It has been consistently demonstrated that intense hot spots can originate at 
the asperity of a nonplanar heterogeneous interface due to shock compression (shock wave from 
polymer to EM crystal) and shear stress relaxation (shock wave from EM crystal to polymer, 
Figure 1.22). This nonplanar interface was meant to represent interfaces within real-world PBX, 
as the EM crystals are usually non-spherical and have multiple facets. It was also claimed that 
hot spot generation may be controlled by adjusting the shock impedance mismatch at the 
interface: using a much lower density polymer dramatically decreases the effects of hot spot 
formation.163 
 
 
Figure 1.21 Simulated temperature when shock collapses a 1 µm void in an HMX crystal.160  
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Figure 1.22 Left: Snapshot of the maximum relative displacement in a PBX during shock 
loading (2.5 km/s, direction indicated by arrow) at 6.0 ps; the shading is based on the total slip in 
angstroms, and strong shear deformation can be seen at the asperity of the interface. Right: 
Simulated temperature distribution in the same PBX in time sequence.161 
 
It is perhaps most critical that simulations are able to resolve mechanical energy 
concentration and hot spot initiation processes in EMs at the mesoscale (i.e., grain scale), where 
the materials exhibit complex stochastic heterogeneous structures. The insights of hot spot 
formation on a specific microscale feature are not directly correlated to the macroscopic thermal 
response of bulk EMs, because it is not easily predicted how a certain form of mechanical energy 
is transduced and dissipated across these length scales. In order to bridge the gap, an increasing 
number of simulations have attempted to incorporate continuum shock/impact physics into 
multi-material multi-grain composite models in an attempt to identify the importance of each 
individual energy concentration pathway associated with the mesoscale structures.57, 114, 165-172 
Most of the modeling attempts can be categorized into two general approaches: (1) building the 
material model as a mixture of particles, and (2) finite element analysis with appropriate 
boundary conditions.  
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Figure 1.23 (a) A two-dimensional finite element model of an HMX (pink) – estane (light blue) 
PBX structure under a mechanical impact from the top edge (strain rate 16,600 s-1). (b) 
Simulated temperature distribution and structural deformation at 4.2 µs (strain = 0.05). (c) 
Evolution of mechanical work and energy dissipations.170 
 
Figure 1.23 shows an example of a finite element model of an HMX-estane PBX 
structure under dynamic mechanical loadings. This work effectively resolved the contributions of 
individual mechanical effects, such as grain fracture, interface debonding, binder deformation 
and friction, to hot spot generation in the PBX model. It was concluded that in the early stage of 
strain, localized heating is mostly attributed to the viscoelastic deformation of binder at grain 
boundaries, while at the later stage, significant heating can originate from friction along crack 
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surfaces. In the shock regime, other mesoscale modeling works have suggested the importance of 
pore collapse and the plastic deformation of the polymer binders. Figure 1.24 shows an example 
of the shock simulation of an HMX-estane PBX based on particle mixture models. Most of the 
heating is concentrated in the interstitial polymer regions and crystal surface spots where jetting 
occurs. 
 
 
Figure 1.24 The material model and temperature simulation of a PBX structure (HMX with 
estane binder and 5% porosity) under a 1 km/s shock.57 
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1.4 High-intensity ultrasound: nonlinear effects and applications 
1.4.1 Introduction to high-intensity ultrasound 
High-intensity ultrasound refers to the acoustic waves over a frequency range of ~20 kHz 
to ~15 MHz with acoustic intensity of more than 0.1 W/cm2.20 Unlike low-amplitude vibrations 
that propagate elastically in ideal media, high-intensity ultrasound disturbs the media to such an 
extent that non-linear effects can occur during its propagation. These effects include acoustic 
cavitation and streaming in fluids, structural deformations in solids, as well as friction and shear 
at solid-solid interfaces. Ultrasonic energy is absorbed and concentrated by these phenomena, 
which can often generate localized heating. 
High-intensity ultrasound is usually generated by an ultrasonic horn, which is driven at its 
resonance frequency by a stack of piezoelectric transducers, as illustrated in Figure 1.25. The 
horn is a mechanical transformer of displacement with a tapering shape. When the area of its 
transverse cross-section decreases, the longitudinal oscillation amplitude is proportionally 
increased. Therefore, the vibrational stress and amplitude is significantly boosted from the 
transducer to the tip of the horn. The horn tip is also designed to be the antinode of the acoustic 
wave, i.e. the point of maximum displacement. Figure 1.25 b shows calculated strains on an 
ultrasonic horn over the course of one acoustic cycle. The first and last images represent the horn 
at maximum extension and the centermost image is at maximum compression. The ultrasonic 
horn is typically made from titanium alloy due to its tensile strength. There are several kinds of 
longitudinal cross-section horn shapes that can provide different amplifications of acoustic 
intensity. Vibrations of the horn can also be directed to provide transverse wave output, a 
technology mostly used in welding.173  
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Figure 1.25 Illustration of ultrasonic horn. (a) Diagram showing the structure of a typical high-
intensity ultrasound generator with a transducer, a booster and a horn. (b) One acoustic cycle of 
an ultrasonic horn. The time spacing is arbitrary and depends on the horn frequency (for a 20 
kHz horn one cycle will be 50 milliseconds so each image is separated by 1.85 ms). The horn is 
at maximum extension in the first and last image and at maximum compression in the center 
image. The color scheme indicates absolute displacement from rest, with blue corresponding to 
no displacement and red representing maximum displacement. The horn tip moves 
approximately 50 µm between maximum extension and maximum compression.174 
 
1.4.2 Ultrasonic energy concentration in fluids 
The physical and mechanochemical effects of ultrasound in the liquid phase originate 
from the phenomenon of acoustic cavitation: the formation, growth and implosive collapse of 
bubbles.18, 175-176 When sound waves with sufficient amplitude propagate through a liquid, the 
liquid is under dynamic tensile stress and the density at a given spot changes under the 
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alternating expansive and compressive waves. With sufficiently negative pressure and micro-
scale heterogeneity from pre-existing impurities (e.g., dust particles or gas pockets), bubbles can 
be generated and will oscillate with the alternating acoustic field.16 At low acoustic intensity, the 
bubble oscillates in the same phase with the driving acoustic pressure. However, when the 
acoustic intensity is high enough, the bubble oscillation will “overshoot” due to its inertia — the 
bubble’s expansion will continue from the negative pressure phase into the positive pressure 
phase of the acoustic cycle, followed by an extremely rapid collapse (Figure 1.26 a). The bubble 
can be compressed to less than 1/1000 of its maximum volume in a sub-µs time scale. 
The rapid adiabatic compression of the bubble during collapse causes intense 
compressional heating of gases inside the bubble. It has been characterized that these acoustic 
hot spots are able to achieve temperatures reaching 15,000 K, pressures exceeding 1,000 
atmospheres, and heating and cooling rates in excess of 1013 K/s.18, 177-179 Such extreme 
conditions produce a plasma core in the bubble with bright visible light emission called 
sonoluminescence (Figure 1.26 b, d). Evidence of molecule fragmentation (i.e., of dissolved gas 
and solvent vapor) and excitations is abundant from the sonoluminescence spectra.18 
Acoustic bubbles are only stable when they are generated individually in standing wave 
conditions. A high-intensity ultrasonic horn, on the other hand, generates a high density of 
acoustic bubbles within its interaction volume (Figure 1.26 d). Due to rectified diffusion, the size 
of these bubbles increases upon each acoustic cycle, and at some point the combined effects of 
positive pressure and shear motions due to acoustic streaming will cause the bubbles to collapse 
catastrophically, producing shock waves during the implosion (Figure 1.26 c). When a bubble 
collapses near a liquid-solid interface, the asymmetric environment will induce an asymmetric 
implosion that forms a jet impact onto the solid surface (Figure 1.26 e).  
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Figure 1.26 Acoustic cavitation and bubble collapse. (a) Single bubble oscillation in multiple 
acoustic cycles and (b) single bubble sonoluminescence;3, 178 (c) Bubble growth, catastrophic 
collapse and shock wave generation in multi-bubble system;180 (d) multi-bubble 
sonoluminescence from the ultrasonic horn; (e) Asymmetric bubble collapse near solid surface 
and jet formation (copyright © 2015 EvoClean).181 
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The extreme thermomechanical conditions (i.e., high temperature, high pressure and 
shock wave) and reactive species (i.e., radicals from molecular fragmentation) created by 
acoustic cavitation have been extensively used for material synthesis and transformations.180, 182-
183 Major applications include nanoparticle synthesis,180, 184 nanosheet exfoliations,185-186 surface 
activation,187-188 crystal engineering,189-191 polymerization192 and mechanochemical activations.7, 
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1.4.3 Ultrasonic energy concentration in solids 
1.4.3.1 Introduction 
In an ideal solid, an acoustic wave propagates via the elastic vibrations of the crystal 
lattice without loss of acoustic energy. However, almost all real solids exhibit a certain degree of 
viscoelasticity, which manifests as energy dampening and bulk heating in an acoustic field. 
Viscoelasticity is due to the relaxation and hysteresis of molecular motions in the crystal lattice 
under shear or compaction waves. The degree of thermomechanical energy conversion is 
therefore strongly correlated with strain dynamics, i.e., the frequency and amplitude of the 
acoustic vibration.20 
High-intensity ultrasound also leads to microscopic plastic deformations in solid 
materials which transforms their mechanical properties. The ultrasonic treatment of metals can 
produce two opposing effects: ultrasonic softening and ultrasonic hardening.194-195 Ultrasonic 
softening occurs in pre-stressed metals. The acoustic vibrations create vacancies, which releases 
internal stress and promotes plastic deformation. Ultrasonic hardening occurs in annealed metals. 
Significant amplification of dislocation and point defects can be observed during ultrasonic 
hardening. Dislocations may cross each other and pin on point defects, which significantly 
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impedes their further propagation. Polymeric materials also exhibit plastic deformation and 
softening in a high-intensity ultrasonic field, with possible mechanisms including void opening, 
dislocation growth, and polymer chain slippage.196 
At solid-solid interfaces, significant microscopic plastic deformation, material softening 
and molecular diffusions can be observed, especially when the ultrasound stress is superimposed 
with a static pressure. These structural effects, along with the accompanied localized interfacial 
heating, form the basis for important industrial processes such as ultrasonic welding,197 non-
destructive evaluation (NDE)198 and solid-state material synthesis.199 
 
1.4.3.2 Ultrasonic welding 
Ultrasonic welding is an important example of mechanical energy concentration in solids 
as it demonstrates the possibility for a cyclic stress to create intense heating at the interface. In 
general, the mechanism is considered to be a combination of viscoelastic heating, plastic 
deformation and material diffusion at the joining interface. Figure 1.27 diagrams an ultrasonic 
welding machine for thermoplastic materials. Ultrasound of 20-40 kHz and tens of µm amplitude 
is usually used. At least one of the work pieces is fabricated with asperity features at the joining 
surface as energy focusing guides.200 The purpose of the energy guide is to produce intense 
viscoelastic heating at the contacting tip. The viscoelastic heating power (W/cm3) can be 
calculated by201 
𝑃𝑃 = 0.5𝑒𝑒02𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠                                                                                                                (Equation 1.1) 
In which e0 is the strain amplitude, ω is the angular frequency of the driving force (rad/s), E is 
the modulus of the plastic (Pa), and δ is the loss angle of the plastic. The strain amplitude on the 
energy guide is much larger than the bulk polymer, and therefore the energy guide sees more 
viscoelastic heating under acoustic vibrations (Phase I in Figure 1.27 b). Once the plastic softens 
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and reaches the glass transition temperature (for amorphous plastics) or the melting temperature 
(for semicrystalline polymers), the E-modulus drops but the loss angle increases sharply. The 
energy guide goes into a continuous melted phase (phase II in Figure 1.27 b) and material flows 
across the interface. Intermolecular diffusion and entanglement of the melted polymer chains 
form a strong bond at the interface (Phase III in Figure 1.27 b). In typical welding conditions, 
Phase II is reached in < 100 ms, meaning that for typical thermoplastics the ultrasonic heating 
rate at the interface is at least 1,000 K/s. Weld zone thickness depends on the energy guide 
designs202 and is on the sub-mm scale. 
 
 
Figure 1.27 Ultrasonic welding of thermoplastics. (a) Diagram of an ultrasonic welding 
machine.201 (b) The energy guide between the joining work pieces and different phases of the 
welding process.200 
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Ultrasonic welding of metal pieces does not require energy guides. Significant plastic 
deformation and softening occurs at the microscopic surface roughness, which creates a high 
concentration of vacancies. Bonding of the metal pieces is believed to be a result of atomic 
thermal diffusion into these vacancies and, therefore, can occur at temperatures much lower than 
the melting point of the metals.203-204 
 
1.4.3.3 Ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation (NDE) 
Another field where ultrasound interacts with solid materials is ultrasonic NDE, which 
can be used to examine the internal structural flaws of metals, alloys, ceramics and composites. 
Ultrasonic NDE operations can be categorized into two main types based on the underlying 
principles. (1) Pulse-echo techniques: the method is based on the elastic propagation and 
scattering of low-intensity ultrasound in solid materials; structural flaws are detected by their 
refection of ultrasonic waves.198, 205 (2) Vibrothermography: the method is based on the 
ultrasonic energy concentration and localized heating at structural flaws, which is detected by 
thermal imaging.206-208 Schematics for the two methods are illustrated in Figure 1.28. 
Vibrothermography – the IR detection of localized heating in solid structures under 
ultrasonic field – have relevance with the theme of this thesis. It has been demonstrated that 
cracks, disbands, and delaminations may induce heating when the material is vibrated, possibly 
through mechanisms of interfacial friction, plastic deformation and viscoelastic heating. The 
observed temperature rise to date is usually limited to a few K. A major problem of using 
vibrothermography for NDE purposes is poor consistency among different samples and 
experimental conditions: heating may not occur in all internal defects, and may not show the 
same signal intensity. This topic will be revisited and further discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1.28 Ultrasonic NDE techniques: pulse-echo method (left)205 and vibrothermography 
(right).209 
 
1.4.4 High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) 
Strong localized heating can also be achieved with high-intensity focused ultrasound 
(HIFU), which has been developed as a non-invasive clinical technique for tumor ablation. HIFU 
uses a concave array of piezoceramics and high frequencies (~10MHz) to deliver focused 
acoustic energy into tissues which raises the local temperature to a cytotoxic level. In a typical 
HIFU treatment, the acoustic intensity at the focal region (sub-cm size) can reach 100 – 10,000 
W/cm2 and can heat the targeted tissue to more than 60 °C in a second. In contrast, in unfocused 
regions the acoustic intensity is only a few W/cm2. Ablation mechanisms in tissues are believed 
to be viscous heating and cavitation.210-211 HIFU is capable of generating highly predictable and 
controllable localized heating, but is not an example of spontaneous mechanical energy 
concentration. 
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1.5 Summary, analysis and outlook 
The mechanical initiation of explosions is a classic example of mechanical energy 
concentration and mechanochemical reactions in solid materials. Typical solid EMs are 
composites of explosive crystals with polymer binders. It is presumed that the mechanical 
initiation process involves hot spot formation within the EM by thermo-mechanical energy 
deposition at specific microstructures. EM ignition first occurs in these thermal hot spots. The 
exothermic decomposition of the local EM then grows and triggers the combustion of the bulk 
EM. Direct experimental evidence for such hot spots, however, remains exceptionally limited, 
the mechanisms for their formation are poorly understood, and one’s ability to image and control 
hot spot locations remains elusive. Multiple mechanisms may lead to hot spot formation in these 
structures, such as shear banding of crystals, compression of voids, and interfacial friction. 
Although model calculations have suggested that interstitial regions between crystals are critical 
locations for hot spot generation, it is still difficult to identify specific contributions from 
multiple potential mechanisms in actual experimental observations using real EM composites or 
their simulants. 
Experimental designs that attempt to observe hot spots in solids are also trapped in a 
dilemma: a mechanical impact strong enough to create intense energy concentration also crushes 
and destroys the microstructure of the material. The whole process occurs in nano to 
microseconds, which is too fast to be captured by typical temporally and spatially-resolved 
thermal imaging techniques (~100 frames per second, further discussed in Chapter 2). To 
improve our understanding of EM initiation and mechanochemical processes in solid structures 
in general, a new method that allows the imaging of thermo-mechanical energy deposition in 
solids is clearly needed.   
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So far, only two forms of strong mechanical energy, high strain rate impact and shock 
wave, have been used to initiate EMs in practice, and only the localized heating caused by these 
two mechanical sources have been investigated. Weak forms of mechanical energy, however, in 
principle can also generate intense localized heating. A specific example of a weak mechanical 
energy with necessary energy concentration mechanisms to generate intense local heating is 
ultrasound. As a delocalized mechanical energy, ultrasound induces acoustic cavitation in liquids 
and the resulting bubble collapse can generate micron-sized hot spots reaching temperatures and 
pressures of 15,000 K and 1,000 bar with an even hotter plasma core. Ultrasound is also used for 
welding, a widely applied industrial technology; substantial viscoelastic heating occurs at 
defined frictional contact points between two pieces of materials. In contrast, ultrasound passing 
through bulk solid structures is generally an elastic process without significant heating. At higher 
intensity ultrasound may trigger microstructural changes in materials and heat materials at 
defects due to friction or micro-plastic deformation. The heating observed to date, however, is 
typically limited to a few K, as in NDE purposes. 
It is therefore intriguing to explore the possibility of using ultrasound as an alternative 
mechanical energy source to trigger hot spot generation and ignition of EMs. With frequencies 
ranging from 20 kHz to 20 MHz, ultrasound can apply thousands to millions of small impacts 
repetitively into the material, instead of a one-time powerful shock or impact. As illustrated in 
Figure 1.29, the advantages of such a strategy are two folds: (1) Unlike a big bang, ultrasound is 
much less destructive, and therefore microstructures of the material can be preserved during the 
impact to precisely identify hot spot origins; (2) Because the energy is deposited in small 
portions, it is possible to extend the lifetime of hot spots from ns and µs to much longer time 
period (e.g., > ms) allowing the hot spot dynamics at the mesoscale to be fully captured by 
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thermal imaging microscopy. For typical high-intensity ultrasonic vibration on mm scale 
samples, the strain rate is in the range of 103 – 104 s-1, which is comparable to a conventional 
drop-weight impact test. 
 
 
Figure 1.29 Comparison of ultrasonic energy deposition and conventional mechanical impact 
energy deposition. 
 
Moreover, a method to generate hot spots through mechanical energy concentration is not 
only useful for EM ignition studies and control, but may also be extended as a general technique 
to provide microscopic thermal control in composite solids. For example, the transformation of 
functional materials, self-healing, and depolymerization may all demand solid-state chemical 
reactions in the material to be controlled locally on the microscale. Therefore the work in this 
thesis put significant emphasis on the ability to not only observe but also control hot spot 
generation, meaning that specific heating sites can be intentionally introduced and heating 
dynamics can be easily manipulated. 
 
Conventional approach  
of energy deposition 
Ultrasonic approach  
of energy deposition 
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CHAPTER 2 
THERMAL IMAGING APPARATUS FOR MATERIALS UNDER ULTRASONIC 
IMPACT 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to visualize and investigate the dynamics of hot spots generated in composite 
solids under ultrasonic impact, an experimental apparatus for microscopic thermal imaging of 
sonicated materials was designed and built as part of this thesis. In essence, the apparatus is a 
combination of an infrared thermal imaging camera and a high-intensity sonication stage. 
In any practical thermal imaging, an object emits infrared (IR) radiation into the direction 
of the camera, where it is focused on the detector and the radiation intensity analyzed. Modern 
thermal imaging cameras are capable at spatial resolution of ~10 µm, time resolution on the 
order of ms, and temperature sensitivity down to mK.1 The thermal imaging technique has been 
successfully used in a wide scope of applications, including surveillance,2-3 non-destructive 
examination,4-5 remote sensing,6-7 thermal management,8-9 combustion analysis,10-11 and machine 
vision.12-13 While generating qualitative images of a certain object from an IR camera is usually 
as easy as traditional photography, the mechanistic and quantitative interpretation of the thermal 
images demands a thorough understanding of the limitations of the thermal imaging technique, 
the radiation physics of the object, and the operating parameters of the IR camera. 
The rest of this chapter will: (1) give an overview of the principles and different 
techniques in thermal imaging; (2) describe the apparatus, characterizations and calibrations of 
the microscopic thermal imaging platform; and (3) describe the design and setup of the high-
intensity sonication stage, and its integration with the thermal imaging platform. 
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2.2 Principles of infrared thermal imaging 
2.2.1 IR radiation for thermal imaging 
IR radiation refers to the electromagnetic waves with wavelength extending from 780 nm 
(the red end of the visible light spectrum, frequency 440 THz) to 1 mm (300 GHz), as depicted in 
Figure 2.1. The energy of IR radiation corresponds to the vibrational energy of molecules, which 
consists of discrete bands. Background IR continuum emission comes from the thermal motion 
of molecular dipoles and ionic species. Most of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by objects 
near room temperature is in the IR region (e.g. human body emission is ~10 µm). IR emission 
also composes slightly more than half of the energy of solar irradiation, which is at a temperature 
of 5650 K.  
As shown in the expanded view of Figure 2.1, only a small range of the full IR spectrum 
is used for thermal imaging purposes, covering the wavelengths from 800 nm to 14 µm. This 
spectrum range is further divided into three separate regimes for which different imaging devices 
are designed: the short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) regime from 0.8 to 1.7 µm, the mid-
wavelength infrared (MWIR) regime from 3 to 5 µm, and the long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) 
regime from 7 to 14 µm.  
The SWIR regime has similar reflective properties as visible light. An object at ambient 
temperature emits very little SWIR light from thermal radiation, but mostly reflects SWIR 
radiation from its environment. Therefore, SWIR regime is able to generate visible-light like 
images with shadow contrast and fine details; SWIR cameras are usually used for surveillance 
and military sensing under low light conditions.14-15 
MWIR and LWIR are the major regions used for thermal imaging applications. MWIR 
cameras are commonly used for high temperature readings, such as the jet engine exhaust from 
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an aircraft;16 LWIR cameras, in contrary, are only used for imaging objects with temperature 
slightly higher than room temperature, such as human or animal bodies.17 
The separation of the IR imaging spectrum into three distinctive regimes is the result of 
three main factors: (1) the variance of IR emission as a function of temperature; (2) the 
limitations of specific IR detectors; and (3) the IR transmission and absorption in the 
atmosphere. These three factors will be discussed in the following sections. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 IR and adjacent spectral regions and expanded view of the thermal infrared.1  
 
 
2.2.2 Lambertian radiator and blackbody emission 
Thermal radiation of an emitting, receiving or reflecting object is idealized in radiometry 
by the concept of the Lambertian radiator and blackbody emission. 
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Lambertian radiator is an ideal diffusely-radiating surface (or reflecting surface) that has 
constant radiance independent of emitting angle. By definition, radiance L of a surface element 
dA is the radiant power emitted or reflected by the surface per unit solid angle per unit projected 
area of the surface, which characterizes the apparent brightness from a certain viewing angle; 
radiant intensity, I, is the radiant flux emitted or reflected per unit solid angle, which measures 
the directional radiant energy distribution. Mathematically, for Lambertian radiators, radiance L 
= constant, and radiant intensity I is directly proportional to the cosine of the zenith angle δ (I = 
L∙A∙cosδ, A is the surface area). Therefore, a Lambertian source appears equally bright 
irrespective of the direction of observation, but the radiant intensity goes from zero at the grazing 
incidence to a maximum normal to the surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 The radiance L and radiant intensity I of a Lambertian radiator surface A. 
 
A blackbody is an idealized Lambertian radiator whose emission is not related to material 
composition or surface roughness, but determined only by its temperature. Blackbody emission 
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is also the maximum radiation possible for any physical body at a given temperature. The 
spectral emittance (radiant power per emitting surface area) of a blackbody at a given 
temperature T can be precisely described by the Planck distribution function18: 
𝑀𝑀𝜆𝜆(𝜆𝜆,𝑇𝑇)𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆 = 2𝜋𝜋ℎ𝑐𝑐2𝜆𝜆5 1
𝑒𝑒
ℎ𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 − 1                                                                                            (Equation 2.1) 
Where h is the Planck constant (6.626 × 10-34 J), k is the Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10-23 J/K), 
c is the speed of light and λ is the wavelength of the radiation. Considering that blackbodies are 
Lambertian radiators, the respective radiance is 𝐿𝐿𝜆𝜆(𝜆𝜆,𝑇𝑇) = 𝑀𝑀𝜆𝜆(𝜆𝜆,𝑇𝑇)/𝜋𝜋. 
Figure 2.3 depicts a series of blackbody spectra for various temperatures. Two distinctive 
features are present in these spectra: First, for any given wavelength, the spectra radiance 
increases with the temperature. As a result, the total radiance also increases with the temperature. 
Quantitatively, one can derive from Equation 2.1 that 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇) ∝ 𝑇𝑇4 , i.e. the Stepan-Boltzmann 
Law. 
Second, the radiance spectra shift to lower wavelength at higher temperature, and vice 
versa. The quantitative relation between the wavelength of maximum emission and blackbody 
temperature is described by Wien’s displacement law: 
𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑇𝑇 = 2897.8 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ∙ 𝐾𝐾                                                                                                   (Equation 2.2) 
For blackbodies at ~300 K (e.g. the environmental and human body radiation), the maximum 
emission occurs at around 10 µm, which falls into the LWIR range. For blackbodies at 1000 K 
(e.g. the radiation from turbine engine), the maximum emission occurs at around 3 µm, which 
falls into the MWIR range. For blackbodies at 6000 K (e.g. the Sun), the maximum emission 
occurs at around 500 nm, which is in the middle of the visible light region. 
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Figure 2.3 Blackbody spectra at various temperatures.19 
 
The sensitivities of LWIR detectors (8˗14 µm) and MWIR detectors (3-5 µm) with 
respect to blackbody temperature can also be evaluated from Figure 2.4. Sensitivity of a detector 
can be characterized by the radiance change that corresponds to a temperature change of 1 K, or 
the slope of the radiation curve. For both LWIR range and MWIR range, lower temperatures lead 
to higher sensitivity. However, for the LWIR range, the slope of the curve decreases very fast for 
temperature higher than 500 K, meaning that the sensitivity will be much lower in this region; 
for the MWIR range, the slope of the radiation curve remains comparatively steep at temperature 
up to ~1000 K, meaning that they are more suitable for high temperature thermal imaging 
applications. Overall, for hot spots in energetic materials, MWIR is the ideal region for imaging. 
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Figure 2.4 Emittance as a function of blackbody temperature, in the wavelength regions of 3-5 
µm and 8-14 µm.1 
 
2.2.3 Emissivity 
Because no real object can emit more thermal radiation than a blackbody at any given 
temperature, the thermal radiation from the surface of a real object can be expressed as the 
blackbody emission multiplying a quantity characteristic to the object under study. This quantity, 
put as the ratio of the thermal radiation actually emitted from a surface to that emitted by a 
blackbody at the same temperature, is defined as the emissivity ε. Emissivity can only vary from 
0 to 1. 
Precise knowledge of emissivity is crucial for quantitative thermal imaging because 
surfaces with the same temperature but different emissivities will exhibit different radiance in an 
IR detector. However, for any given surface, the emissivity value is highly empirical, and can be 
strongly dependent on the wavelength and observing angle. The relation of emissivity on 
emission wavelength is illustrated in Figure 2.5 a. Depending on the variance of emissivity in a 
given spectral range, an object is called either a gray body (ε = constant) or selective emitter (ε is 
a function of wavelength).  The variance of ε in different wavelength is typically a result of 
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characteristic absorption and emission bands of the material. Emissivity of a surface is also 
dependent on viewing angle because real surfaces are not Lambertian radiators (Figure 2.5 b). In 
general, the emissivity of dielectrics (e.g. polymer surfaces) drop at higher viewing angles, while 
the emissivity of conductors (e.g. metal surfaces) increases at higher viewing angles, before 
decreasing again at grazing incidence. The emissivities of both conducting and non-conducting 
surfaces are usually relatively flat from the normal direction (0°) to at least ~45°.20 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Emissivity ε as a function of emission wavelength (left)21 and viewing angle (right). 
Different curves on the right stand for: a. polished metal surface, b. Lambertian graybody, c. 
dielectric surface, d. blackbody.22 
 
In addition, the emissivity of a surface is also dependent on its material composition, 
surface roughness, surface geometry and temperature. Most dielectric surfaces, such as paper, 
ceramics, polymers, have comparatively high emissivity values (~0.8), while emissivity of 
metallic surfaces is typically < 0.2 and can vary drastically depending on surface roughness and 
surface corrosion. Highly polished surfaces have lower emissivity due to the strong reflection 
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(and thus less absorption) of any thermal radiation. Surface geometry such as cavities and 
grooves can also strongly affect observed emissivity,23 but this will not be an important factor for 
the experiments in this thesis. The emissivity values for some selected materials are listed in 
Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 Emissivity value of some common materials. (T = 25 °C unless specified) 
Material Total Emissivity Material 
Total 
Emissivity Material 
Total 
Emissivity 
Silica 0.79 Oil paints 0.92-0.96 Steel, oxidized 0.79 
Rubber, natural 0.91 Clear silicone 0.65-0.80 Steel, polished 0.07 
Teflon 0.92 Acrylic plastic 0.94 Nickel,  25 °C 0.05 
Salt 0.34 Carbon black 0.81 Nickel, 1000 °C 0.19 
 
 
Another often overlooked factor that affects emissivity is the thickness of the surface. 
Almost all materials are opaque to thermal radiation at least in some spectra range, but a thin 
enough material should be able to transmit part of the thermal radiation emitted beneath it. 
Because the experiments in this thesis aim at imaging the thermal events at buried 
microstructures, it is also important to consider the attenuation of IR radiation through slabs of 
materials. 
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2.2.4 Attenuation and transmission of IR radiation 
When IR radiation passes through a solid material, the radiation will be reflected, 
absorbed, and also diffusively scattered unless the material is homogeneous and the surfaces of 
the material are ideally flat.  
In a simple approximation, if the solid slab is non-absorbing, the transmission can be 
written as T ≈ 1 – 2R, where R is the reflectivity of the material defined as the ratio of reflected 
radiation power over the incident radiation power. For non-metallic materials, R is typically a 
value smaller than 0.1 in the MWIR range, giving T > 80%. For absorbing slabs, the absorbance 
of the material in the spectra range needs to be taken into the calculation as well. Notably, the 
spectra range of MWIR (3-5 µm) converts to 2000-3300 cm-1, which covers the triple bonds, 
cumulated double bonds, C-H and O-H stretching frequencies of typical organic compounds and 
polymers. 
For materials with microscale boundaries and interfaces at the interior (e.g. the polymer 
bonded explosives), scattering may be a significant factor of attenuation as well. For IR 
radiation, scattering will be most significant when micron-size particles or other structural 
features are present in the material. Scattering will become a significant issue for thermal 
imaging of polymer bonded composites in Chapter 4, where abundant non-uniform micro-
structures are present.  
In addition, the atmosphere contains carbon dioxide and water vapor that strongly 
absorbs IR radiation as well. The absorption bands of water and carbon dioxide are mostly 
positioned in the 2-8 µm range, meaning that MWIR cameras are ineffective at distant imaging 
of objects (i.e. distance > 1 m), because atmospheric absorption will attenuate most of the 
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thermal radiation. Imaging distance is not a major concern in this thesis, but is critical for 
applications such as environmental surveillance.  
 
 
2.3 Thermal imaging techniques 
2.3.1 IR detectors 
IR detectors convert thermal irradiation into recordable electrical signals. There are two 
general types of detectors used for thermographic cameras: thermal detectors and photonic 
detectors.24 Thermal detectors absorb the incident radiation to change the temperature of the 
detector elements. The heated elements then generate a respective signal change in resistance, 
voltage or current. Photonic detectors are composed of semiconductor detector elements that 
generate non-equilibrium charge carriers under the incident radiation. The response is either 
change in electrical conductivity (for photoconductors) or photocurrent (for photodiodes). 
There are three figures-of-merit for IR detectors: noise equivalent power and specific 
spectral detectivity, both determining the detector sensitivity, and the response time constant, 
which characterizes the detector speed.  
 
2.3.1.1 Performance evaluation 
Noise equivalent power (NEP) is defined as the radiation power needed at a given 
wavelength to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of one. IR detectors at the best performing 
wavelength have NEP on the order of pW.25 The minimum temperature difference needed to 
produce a radiant powder variance matching the NEP value is called noise equivalent 
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temperature difference (NETD). NETD of current thermal imaging systems could be as low as 
tens of mK.26 
Specific spectral detectivity D* is defined as the reciprocal of NEP, normalized per 
square root of the sensor area A and frequency bandwidth Δf (reciprocal of twice the integration 
time): 
𝐷𝐷∗ = �𝐴𝐴 ∙ ∆𝑓𝑓 𝑁𝑁𝜔𝜔𝑃𝑃�                                                                                                                 (Equation 2.2) 
The performance of all different IR detectors at a given wavelength are directly comparable by 
the D* value, as shown in Figure 2.6. A higher D* value corresponds to higher sensitivity. In 
general, the semiconductor-type (photonic) detectors have higher sensitivity than the thermal 
detectors (thermopile, pyroelectric detectors and bolometer) in their operation wavelengths. A 
wavelength cut-off exists for photonic detectors because photons with less energy than the 
bandgap cannot be absorbed. Below the cut-off wavelength, the detector sensitivity increases 
with increasing wavelength, because there are more photons under the same radiant flux, and 
thus more charge carriers generated. In contrast, ideal thermal detector response is proportional 
to the absorbed radiation energy, and as a result does not show wavelength-dependence.  
Due to their inherent thermal or electrical capacitance, real IR detectors cannot respond 
instantly to external radiation pulses. Instead, they exhibit exponential signal rise and decay. The 
rise and decay period is characterized by a response time constant τ, where 
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 = 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 �1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑡𝑡𝜏𝜏�                                                                                            (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 2.3)  
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 = 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒−𝑡𝑡𝜏𝜏                                                                                                     (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 2.4) 
The long response time constant τ is a major limitation for the speed of thermal IR detectors and 
the photoconductor type photonic IR detectors, as will be further discussed below. 
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Figure 2.6 Specific spectral detectivity D* of various types of IR detectors.27 
 
2.3.1.2 Thermal IR detectors 
Various temperature-dependent physical properties of materials may be utilized to 
transduce temperature rise of the detector into electrical signal changes, leading to different types 
of thermal detectors, including bolometers (conductivity change), thermopiles (thermoelectric 
effect), pyroelectric detectors (surface polarization), and pneumatic detectors (gas pressure 
variation). The most widely used type of thermal IR detector is the bolometer. 
Figure 2.7 shows a conceptual schematic of a bolometer. An incident thermal radiation is 
absorbed by the detector with an absorptance α = Φabs / Φincident; the temperature increase ΔT = 
Φabs / Gblm is measured by a change in electrical resistance R governed by the temperature 
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coefficient β of the material, where 𝛽𝛽 = 1
𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆
. To increase the detector sensitivity, apparently the 
bolometer needs to have a large absorptance α, and large temperature coefficient β. Materials 
used for modern microbolometer arrays are vanadium oxides and amorphous silicon, which have 
β value of -2 to -3% K-1.28-29 To increase the absorption, a λ/4 resonance cavity is usually 
fabricated in microbolometer array.  
Another concern for bolometers is the response time, which is limited by the time for 
temperature to rise and the decay of residual heat, characterized by the time constant τ = Cblm / 
Gblm. Fast response time demands for lower heat capacity and higher thermal conductance, 
which as a trade-off, results in a lower ΔT. The time constant of the best microbolometers 
nowadays cannot go lower than a few milliseconds, therefore significantly decreases camera 
speed. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic of a micro-bolometer pixel.30 
 
Overall the bolometer detectors are less sensitive than photonic detectors, and their long 
response time limited their applications in high-speed imaging. However, these detectors don’t 
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require cooling and therefore are more compact and less expensive, making them popular for 
applications that do not demand high imaging speed and sensitivity. 
 
2.3.1.3 Photonic IR detectors 
The signals of photonic IR detectors originate from the direct interaction of the energy 
bands of semiconductor materials with the incident photons. There are two major types of 
photonic IR detectors: photoconductors and photodiodes, as shown in Figure 2.8. Other types of 
photonic detectors also emerged in recent decades, such as Schottky barrier IR detectors and 
quantum well IR detectors,31-32 which will not be further discussed. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Illustration of (a) a photoconductive detector33 and (b) a photodiode detector.34 
 
Photoconductive detectors monitor the resistivity change of a single uniform 
semiconductor material under a bias voltage when exposed to thermal radiation. When the 
incident photon energy exceeds the band gap of the semiconductor material, the excitation of the 
electron-hole pairs leads to an increased concentration of free charge carriers, and thus a 
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decreased resistivity. The most widely used materials for photoconductive detectors are lead 
sulfide (band gap 0.37 eV, spectral range 1-3.2 µm) and lead selenide (band gap 0.27 eV, 
spectral range 1.5-5.2 µm).  
To increase the D* value of photoconductive detectors, a longer carrier lifetime (slower 
recombination rate) and a higher carrier mobility are desirable. However, slower recombination 
also results in a longer time constant τ for signal decay, an issue similar to the slow thermal 
decay in micro-bolometer detectors. Therefore, photoconductive detectors are not suitable for 
high-speed thermal imaging either. 
Photodiode detectors are p-n junctions that typically operate in a reverse bias. When 
electron-hole pairs are excited by the incident radiation at the p-n junction’s depletion zone, or 
within the diffusion length away from it, the charge carriers will migrate under the built-in 
electric field at the depletion zone, thus creating a photocurrent to be detected. A reserve bias is 
preferable for fast detector response, because the junction capacitance of the photodiode is 
further decreased and therefore decreases the time constant τ = RC. Typical photodiode detector 
time constants are in the range of ns to µs, making it possible for the imaging systems to reach 
frame rates on the order of 100 kHz.35 Due to the high-speed and high-sensitivity features, IR 
cameras based on photodiode detectors are ideal for the sequential imaging of hot spot dynamics 
in this thesis. 
One of the most popular semiconductor materials used for photodiode IR detectors is 
MCT (mercury-cadmium-telluride, Hg1-xCdxTe), a ternary alloy of a wide bandgap 
semiconductor CdTe (bandgap ~1.5 eV) and a semimetal HgTe (no bandgap). Therefore the 
bandgap of MCT can range from 0 to 1.5 eV, controlled by the mixing ratio of the two binary 
semiconductors36. For example, the MWIR detection window (3-5 µm) is obtained by using 
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Hg0.7Cd0.3Te, and the LWIR detection window (8-14 µm) is obtained by using Hg0.8Cd0.2Te. As 
the bandgap of MCT is highly sensitive to its composition, the growth of MCT detectors with 
consistent performance, particularly in focal plane arrays, can be very difficult, and usually 
techniques like molecular beam epitaxy and metal organic chemical vapor deposition.31 
Another widely used semiconductor material for the SWIR and MWIR range is indium 
antimonide (InSb, bandgap 0.23 eV at 77 K, spectral range 1-5 µm). InSb has the largest electron 
mobility of all known semiconductors except for carbon nanotubes, leading to outstanding 
detector performance. The fabrication for InSb is less complicated than MCT and therefore large 
detector arrays are cheaper to obtain. 
A critical complexity in photonic detector systems is the necessity to cool the detectors, 
due to the thermal excitation of charge carriers in narrow bandgap semiconductors. At room 
temperature, the thermal energy kT is around 0.026 eV, which is a non-negligible amount 
compared to the bandgap energy of the IR detector (e.g. ~0.1 eV for LWIR range). Boltzmann 
distribution at thermal equilibrium leads to a high concentration of free charge carriers that can 
outnumber the non-equilibrium charge carriers generated by photon absorption, which results in 
extremely high noise level. The necessity of cooling increases with the operating wavelengths of 
the detectors. Almost all MWIR and LWIR cameras are cooled to 77 K, either by liquid nitrogen, 
or electrically by a Stirling cooler.37  
 
2.3.2 Camera design and image formation 
There are two types of design for thermographic image formation: scanning systems, 
which has one single IR detector element, obtaining the image pixel by pixel in time sequence 
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with the help of a mechanical scanner; and cameras with focal plane array (FPA), for which their 
image is projected onto all pixels of a detector array at the same time.38 
Popularity of FPA thermographic cameras over the scanning systems have greatly 
increased in the recent decade, due to the slow frame speed of the latter (e.g. ~1 Hz for 640X480 
pixels image), and the much improved technologies in fabricating micro detector arrays. One 
important issue of the FPA cameras is that each individual detector element has different 
responsivities and signal offsets. Therefore, a non-uniformity correction (NUC) for all pixels is 
needed before quantitative temperature measurement. Methods to perform NUC will be further 
discussed in Section 2.4.1.2. 
 
2.3.3 Optical materials selection 
 
 
Figure 2.9 The transparent wavelength windows of different IR optical materials.39 
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A wide variety of materials are IR-transmitting at least in part of the IR spectrum;  
transmission bands of some commonly used materials are given in Figure 2.9. The most popular 
materials for SWIR and MWIR optics are MgF2, CaF2 and sapphire, while the most popular 
materials for MWIR and LWIR optics are ZnS, ZnSe, and Ge. In this thesis sapphire was 
selected as the IR window material due to its exceptional mechanical strength and thermal 
stability, and metal chalcogenide selected for IR lens. Notably, Ge lenses have the highest index 
of refraction (nd = 4) of all IR optical materials, but they also have the largest thermo-optic 
coefficient (dn/dT). Ge is therefore not an ideal choice for imaging applications under fluctuating 
environmental temperatures. 
 
2.3.4 Improving temporal and spatial resolutions of thermal imaging 
In FPA cameras, the maximum achievable frame rate is limited by two factors: (1) the 
response time constant of the detectors, and (2) the data acquisition rate. As the modern 
photodiode detectors can easily reach a time constant much lower than 1 µs and a full frame 
integration time of 1 µs, theoretically an ultrafast full frame speed of 1MHz should be possible. 
However, typical frame rate provided by commercial thermographic cameras is only around 100 
Hz. The bottleneck that lowers the frame rate by ten thousand fold is the date transfer and storage 
speed. Usually the dynamic range of the IR detectors demands 14 bits of data to be transferred 
for each pixel. Therefore, the theoretical 1 MHz frame rate would require 14 Mbit/s data 
acquisition rate, and a full 640X480 pixels array would require more than 4 Tbits/s date 
acquisition rate, which far exceeds the readout speed of the microelectronics generally available.  
To reach higher frame speed on commercial thermographic cameras, a widely applied 
method is to sacrifice the camera resolution or field of view by using only a small area of the 
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FPA. This allows commercial thermographic cameras to reach frame speed approaching 100 
KHz, therefore capable of recording thermal events in the µs time scale. 
Ultrafast thermal imaging is particularly useful for the investigation of materials’ 
behaviors under high strain rate,40-41 such as impact, shockwaves, and ballistic loadings. Thermal 
imaging has been used at >10 KHz frame speed to study the deformation and failure mechanisms 
of both metal parts42-43 and polymer composites44 under dynamic loadings, as well as explosive 
processes like air bag deployment.45 1 MHz frame speed has also been achieved on 8X8 pixel 
detectors by customized data acquisition electronics.46-47 
Spatial resolution of conventional thermal imaging is limited by the diffraction limit of 
IR emission. To go beyond the limit into sub-micron resolution, tip scanning technologies, such 
as the solid immersion lens,48 have been developed. Because thermal images are obtained by 
scanning, the speed of such imaging is too slow for dynamic studies. 
It is worth noting that a new thermal imaging technique named thermoreflectance 
imaging has also been developed in recent years.49-50 Based on the change of a material’s 
reflection coefficient with temperature, such reflectance imaging has been reported to achieve up 
to 800 ps temporal resolution and sub-micron spatial resolution, using CCD systems in the 
visible light region. 
 
2.3.5 Vibrothermography 
As introduced in Chapter 1 Section 1.4.3.3, vibrothermography is a technique that 
examines the defect sites in a material by monitoring the temperature rise under cyclic stress. A 
schematic for the vibrothermography setup is depicted in Figure 1.28. In terms of 
instrumentation the technique is closely related to the platform built in this thesis, as in both 
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cases ultrasound is used as the energy source and thermal imaging as the detection method. 
However, a significant difference exists between the ultrasonic conditions used in 
vibrothermography and that designed in this thesis. The areas of the material under examination 
in vibrothermography are intentionally positioned in the far field of the ultrasonic impact (e.g. > 
1 cm), and probed at very low stress level (e.g. 10-6 strain). Therefore only a small amount of 
acoustic energy is distributed onto the defects, producing a very limited temperature rise (i.e. no 
more than a few K). In contrast, the work in this thesis intends to produce intense localized 
heating in materials under high level of strain. Imaging of the thermomechanical processes in the 
near field of the ultrasonic impact is thus more desirable. 
A few problems still exist for the reliable detection of defect sites in vibrothermography. 
It was found that the heating is highly dependent on the acoustic frequency51 and the size of the 
defect.52-53 Different reports also show inconsistencies on the detectability of certain types of 
defects, such as delamination.4-5 Moreover, the defects deeply buried in the material may be 
completely undetectable due to the attenuation of thermal radiation. With such concerns in mind, 
the consistency of hot spot observations in this thesis have been carefully examined, as further 
discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
 
 
2.4 Experimental setup: thermal imaging camera 
2.4.1 Thermal imaging microscope 
2.4.1.1 Instrumentation 
The thermal imaging microscope was built using a MWIR camera from Sofradir-EC, 
Inc., model IRE-640M, and a f/2.0 Asio IR objective lens from Janos Technology, with a 
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magnification of 1x and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22. The camera has a FPA of 640 x 512 
MCT pixels with a 15 µm pitch and has a spectral response of 3.7-4.8 µm. The detectors are 
cooled to 90 K with an integrated Sterling cooler assembly, which requires 5-7 minutes cooling 
period before the camera is ready to use. The NETD of the detector arrays is less than 20 mK, 
and the integration time can be varied from 480 ns to 20 ms. The data format is 14-bit, meaning 
that the signal range of each pixel is from 0 to 16383. The frame speed of the camera can vary 
from 1 Hz to 120 Hz and is externally controlled by a pulse generator. The data from the camera 
is transported through a Gigabit Ethernet port and processed real time by the National Instrument 
Image Acquisition software.  
In all experiments of this thesis, the integration time is set at 100 µs and the frame speed 
of the camera is set at 100 Hz, unless otherwise specified. 
 
2.4.1.2 Camera signal corrections 
The relationship between the radiant power Φ received by a pixel (n, m) in the FPA and 
its output signal S can be approximately expressed by a linear equation: 
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠,𝑚𝑚 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠,𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝛷𝛷 + 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠,𝑚𝑚                                                                                          (𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 2.5) 
Rn,m and Cn,m are the responsivity and the signal offset for pixel (n, m) respectively. Each pixel 
of the detector array has different responsivities and signal offsets, and the response curve may 
also drift between each operation. Therefore, an NUC (non-uniformity correction) needs to be 
performed every time the camera was restarted, and also when the integration time or the frame 
speed was changed. Figure 2.10 a illustrates a standard NUC procedure for FPA. A non-
reflecting gray body of homogeneous temperature T1 is placed directly in front of the camera 
lens. The deviation of signal reading from each pixel is corrected to yield same response from all 
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pixels at this temperature. The same process is carried out with a non-reflecting gray body of 
homogeneous temperature T2, so the slope of each pixel is also corrected. This NUC procedure 
gives a reasonable correction between and in the vicinity of the chosen temperature. Perfect 
detector uniformity in between the calibration points cannot be realized because of the actual 
responsivity curves may be slightly nonlinear. The nonlinearity is usually negligible in most of 
the output range, e.g. from 20% to 80% of the detector saturation signal. 
The firmware of the camera used in this work only allows a one-point NUC, meaning that 
the signal from each pixel can only be corrected at one temperature (i.e. room temperature), 
without normalization of the slopes. In principle, this simplified procedure can result in 
significant image non-uniformity at elevated temperatures if the responsivity varies a lot among 
different pixels. However, it was determined that the uniformity of the FPA signals at high 
temperatures does not deteriorate significantly, as can be seen from the relatively small standard 
deviation from different pixels in the later temperature calibration data (Figure 2.21). The IR 
image after the one-point NUC shows a great improvement of image quality at room 
temperature, as demonstrated by Figure 2.10 b and c.  
In addition to NUC, it is very common practice to perform bad pixel correction for the IR 
cameras. Bad pixels almost always exist in any thermographs (Figure 2.11), because (1) the 
manufacturing yield of large FPAs is always < 100%, and (2) the responsivity and offset of some 
detectors are too far off from the average that they cannot be corrected for by an NUC. Bad pixel 
correction, when needed, is often done by replacing the signal by the weighted average of its 
neighbor pixels. Individual bad pixels are not a major concern in this thesis, as most hot spot 
features have sizes much larger than a single pixel. 
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Figure 2.10 IR camera NUC. (a) Schematic of the NUC process, and the IR images of a PDMS 
film embedded with four sucrose crystals at room temperature (b) before NUC and (c) after 
NUC; scale bars are 1 mm. The image contrast in (c) is due to the emissivity difference between 
PDMS and sucrose. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Cropped IR image showing localized heating on the top right and five bad pixels 
(left), and the corresponding thermograph (right). 
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2.4.2 Spatial resolution 
The cold shield around the detector array has a numerical aperture NA = 0.25. According 
to the Rayleigh criterion, the theoretical spatial resolution of cold shield lens at around 4 µm 
wavelength should be 𝑅𝑅 = 0.61𝜆𝜆/𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 ≈ 10 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. As the NA of the objective lens is similar to 
that of the cold shield, its theoretical spatial resolution is also around 10 µm. This suggests that 
the resolution of full MWIR imaging system should be limited by the 15 μm detector pixel size. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Determination of camera spatial resolution. (a) Optical micrograph of a reticle, 
and (b) its corresponding IR image; (c) IR intensity scan across the yellow line in (b). 
 
To experimentally determine the spatial resolution of the IR microscope, images of a 
calibrated reticle having 10 μm, 50 μm, and 100 μm spacing lines were obtained. A visible 
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optical microscope image of this reticle (in transmission mode) is shown in Figure 2.12 a, along 
with the corresponding MWIR image of the same area in Figure 2.12 b. Note the visible image 
shows dark lines against a clear glass slide, whereas the MWIR emission image shows brighter, 
more emissive lines against a dark background. The 10 μm spacing lines could not be resolved in 
the IR images, but the 50 μm lines were well-resolved. Figure 2.12 c is a line scan of the MWIR 
image of the reticle along the horizontal line indicated in Figure 2.12 b. Figures 2.12 b and c 
show that the MWIR emission from each narrow line of the reticle was concentrated in single 15 
μm pixels, and the intensity in adjacent pixels was a factor of five or more less than that in the 
main pixel. Thus, the spatial resolution of the MWIR microscope images was on the order of 15–
20 μm, and the spatial resolution is indeed limited by the pixel size of the detectors. 
 
2.5 Analysis and temperature calibration of thermal images 
2.5.1 Principles for temperature calibration 
In order to perform quantitative thermal imaging, a calibration curve is needed that 
quantitatively describes the correlation between the detector signal and the temperature of the 
area being imaged. In a standard procedure, blackbodies at different temperatures are used to 
obtain such a correlation.1, 54-55 The camera aperture is completely covered by the blackbody 
during the calibration, and the distance between them is small enough to ignore the atmospheric 
transmittance. The calibration data points at different temperatures are then fit into a polynomial 
or exponential function Sbb(T), which serves as the temperature calibration curve.  As the 
response of each pixel in the FPA can be individually calibrated, this process also gives a 
quantitative point-by-point NUC of the detector array.  
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Blackbody radiators for calibration purposes are commonly made by cavities with their 
walls kept at a constant temperature (Figure 2.13)56-58. In order to absorb all incoming radiations, 
the walls of these cavities are composed of high absorbance materials, and their surface is often 
additionally roughened. The emissivity ε of these blackbody radiators is able to reach 0.98−0.99 
in temperature range of up to a few thousand K. 
 
 
Figure 2.13 (Left) the physical model of cavity-type blackbody irradiators59, and (right) a 
schematic of the structure of an ultrahigh temperature blackbody used by the National Physical 
Laboratory of the United Kingdom for temperature calibration up to 3500 K60.  
 
For the thermal imaging of non-blackbodies (which is the case for most applications), the 
temperature calibration from blackbody radiators cannot be used directly. Instead, the emissivity 
of the actual object being imaged needs to be considered. As introduced earlier in this chapter, 
emissivity of a given surface is not only related to material composition, surface roughness and 
viewing angle, but also a function of wavelength and temperature. Nevertheless, in small 
temperature variance, it is often reasonable to assume that the total emissivity in the spectral 
range remains constant, and therefore the temperature calibration can be obtained by multiplying 
the blackbody calibration curve with the emissivity ε factor, Sreal(T) = εSbb(T). Such grey body 
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approximation is widely used for thermographic calibrations in non-destructive testing, as well 
as environmental and atmospheric monitoring.61-62 The emissivity value can either be 
experimentally measured, or given an empirical number. 
Standard calibration using the grey body approximation is not applicable for the work in 
this thesis. First, this thesis is concerned with observing the dynamics of intense thermal hot 
spots, and therefore the calibration curve needs to cover a wide temperature range (a few 
hundred K) in which the emissivities may vary drastically. One example is emissivity for nickel 
surface, as shown in Table 2.1. In addition, most of the materials under investigation are 
composed of polymers and molecular crystals, which may be selective emitters due to their 
characteristic absorption bands in the MWIR region. Finally, the materials under investigation 
have composite structures, meaning that diffractions at the interfaces and the influence of the 
thickness of individual components on the emissivity value are both unknown. All these factors 
make it almost impossible to derive or experimentally determine a reliable emissivity value and 
use it with the grey body approximation. 
To accommodate the possible emissivity dependence on wavelengths and temperature, in 
this thesis the thermographic calibration of the IR camera is not based on the emission from a 
blackbody, but instead uses the actual polymer materials that are relevant to the later experiments 
as the real radiation standards. It means that the calibration curve is obtained by directly 
recording the emission signals from a heated polymer surface at a series of preset temperatures, 
which eliminates the trouble of estimating emissivities in a wide range of temperature. As a first 
step, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was chosen as the standard material for the calibration, 
because it was used as the polymer matrix material for a large part of the composite samples 
designed and prepared in this work (See chapter 3 for more details). Its high thermal stability is 
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ideal for calibration in wide temperature range, and the convenience in processing homogeneous 
films also eliminate artificial emissivity variance across the imaging area. Experimental details, 
calibration results, validation, and potential problems of the method are further discussed below. 
 
2.5.2 Experimental methods 
Two types of PDMS radiation standards were prepared for the thermographic calibration: 
(1) extended PDMS film, and (2) sub-mm size PDMS cube. 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Thermal imaging of the extended PDMS film as the radiation standard. (a) 
Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Photograph of a transparent PDMS film on a 1 inch 
diameter sapphire window. (c) Photograph of the sapphire window with the PDMS film loaded 
onto a resistive heating ring. 
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To prepare a uniform extended PDMS surface, a ~1 mm thick layer of Sylgard 184 
silicone was drop casted and cured on a 1 inch diameter sapphire window (for more details about 
the preparation procedures see descriptions in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2). The 1 inch area of the 
PDMS film is much larger than the field of view for the thermal imaging system, so the camera 
only sees the center portion of the film, which has the best thickness consistency. The sapphire 
window with the PDMS film is then loaded onto a resistive heating ring, as shown in Figure 
2.14. The heating device is equipped with a thermocouple that reads the temperature of the 
sample. Before taking thermal images of the PDMS surface at an elevated temperature, the 
sample is left undisturbed for at least 15 min to establish thermal equilibrium (e.g. ΔT < ±5 K at 
373 K, and ΔT < ±10 K at 573 K). Camera focusing on the featureless PDMS film is very 
difficult, and was therefore adjusted by using a scratched metal piece positioned at the same 
distance away from the objective lens. 
Sub-mm size PDMS cubes were cut from the extended PDMS film using a fresh razor 
blade, rinsed with ethanol, and then fully dried under vacuum before use. As shown in Figure 
2.15, the cube was loosely glued to a thin copper wire by a minimal amount of high-temperature 
silicon grease, and was then vertically hung from a fixed steel rod. A heating mantle for the 
small cube was made by wrapping heating tapes into a roll of at least five layers, thus forming a 
cavity of ~5 mm diameter and ~40 mm length at the center. The exact temperature inside the 
heating cavity was measured by a thermocouple. To take thermal images of the PDMS cube at 
elevated temperatures, the heating element preheated to the desired temperature was first raised 
up from the bottom to immerse the PDMS cube; the cube was heated for 1 minute inside the 
cavity to reach thermal equilibrium, and then the heating element was quickly taken away from 
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the cube while the IR camera is capturing images at 100 Hz frame speed. The first image of the 
cube leaving the heating cavity was used for calibration.  
The thickness of the PDMS film and the size of the PDMS cube are both chosen to be ~1 
mm so that these radiation standards are on the same scale as the inclusion feature sizes of the 
polymer matrix composites designed in Chapter 3. 
Due to the outstanding thermal stability of PDMS (Figure 2.16), it was possible to take 
calibration data points from room temperature up to ~550 K. As it will be further discussed 
below, this temperature range matches well with the full dynamic range of the camera detectors, 
when the integration time is set at 100 µs. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Thermal imaging of the heated PDMS cube radiation standard. (a) Schematic 
of the sub-mm PDMS cube loosely adhered to the end of a thin copper wire. (b) The heating 
mantle made by wraps of heating tapes, with a ~5 mm diameter cavity at the center. (c) 
Positioning of the PDMS cube in front of the IR camera lens – as highlighted by the red 
rectangle, the PDMS cube (white dot) is hung at the bottom of the copper wire, which is tied to a 
rod on the upper end. (d) Illustration of raising up the heating mantle to immerse and heat the 
PDMS cube to a preset temperature, and lowering down the heating mantle quickly to take 
thermal images of the cube. 
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Figure 2.16 The thermogravimetric analysis curve (left) and the differential scanning 
calorimetry curve (right) of PDMS (Sylgard 184). 
 
 
2.5.3 Inverse Vignette at high calibration temperature 
Compared to the PDMS cube, an extended PDMS film in principle should be a more 
preferable calibration standard due to its better-defined geometry, homogeneous thickness, and 
the elimination of potential signal variance from pixel non-uniformity, because it utilizes all 
pixels for calibration. However, in practice it was discovered that thermal images of the extended 
PDMS film show severe inverse vignette patterns and high level of noise at elevated 
temperatures, which made it impossible to reliably calibrate the camera response. 
Vignette typically refers to the reduction of an image’s brightness and/or saturation level 
at the peripheral regions compared to the center. An inverse vignette observed herein refers to a 
severe reduction of the thermal images’ brightness (i.e. IR intensity) at the image center as 
opposed to the edges, on the PDMS surface that should have otherwise been heated to a 
homogeneous temperature. The thermal images of an extended PDMS film heated to a series of 
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temperatures are displayed in Figure 2.17 a. While the images at 30 °C and 75 °C are still 
homogeneous, the non-uniformity of the thermal images drastically increases with the rise of 
temperature above 125 °C. At 250 °C, the detector signal at the peripheral of the view is around 
7000, while the signal at the center has deteriorated to only about 1500. With the error almost as 
big as the signal, it is impossible to get reliable calibration data points at this temperature. Figure 
2.17 b plotted the PDMS film temperature with the averaged IR intensity signals of the 
corresponding thermal image. The data points follow an allometric function reasonably well up 
to ~425 K (150 °C). However, above this temperature the data points severely deviate from this 
trend due to the signal reduction at the center of the images, and also show an increasingly 
unacceptable level of non-uniformity. It seems that under this deviated trend, the temperature of 
the object needs to go almost infinity for the IR intensity signal to reach any value higher than 
10,000 (saturation level is ~16,000). This is obviously flawed, as in our later ultrasonic impact 
experiments in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 hot spots producing IR intensities of > 10,000 is very 
common. 
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Figure 2.17 Inverse vignettes on the thermal images of extended PDMS films at elevated 
temperatures. (a) Thermal images of an extended PDMS film heated to 30, 75, 125,150, 200 
and 250 °C. The gray color scale is normalized in each individual image by the maximum and 
minimum signals of all pixels. Each image is 9.6 x 7.68 mm2. Red numbers are the actual signal 
values on each image. (b) The plot of the PDMS film temperature with the averaged IR intensity 
signal on the corresponding thermal image. Red line is the allometric fitting curve of the first six 
data points. Error bar shows the standard deviation of the signals from all pixels in each image. 
 
To date we have no clear understanding on the origin of the inverse vignette issue, nor 
has it been reported in previous literature. Typically the normal vignette effect in conventional 
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photography is caused by optical limits and imperfection, but that cannot explain a reduction of 
signal at the center of the light path in our case. As we discussed earlier, NUC of a camera is 
only effective in a certain temperature range, and because only a single-point NUC is performed 
for the camera in this thesis, severe pixel non-uniformity may not be surprising at elevated 
temperatures. But the inverse vignette cannot be attributed to a flawed NUC due to two reasons: 
(1) as seen from Figure 2.17 a, the signal values at the center of the FPA actually decreases from 
150 °C to 250 °C, which is physically impossible even for severely nonlinear detector pixels; (2) 
hot spots reaching saturating signal values (~16,000) have been frequently observed at every 
location the of FPA view in later ultrasonic impact experiments in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
Assuming that the inverse vignette was due to pixel response non-uniformity, these hot spots, if 
at the center of the frame, should reach infinite temperatures, which is clearly not the case. 
Overall, the inverse vignette should not originate an inherent problem of camera optics or non-
uniform FPA response. 
One speculative mechanism for the inverse vignette is a narcissus effect, which means 
that the camera can see the image of the detector array itself due to reflection from the object in 
its field of view, thus creating a falsely-cold center in the thermal images.63-64 When the 
environment near the camera lens is heated with the hot PDMS film, it is plausible that there is 
increasing level of reflection from either the PDMS surface, or at the surface of the object lens. 
In previous reports of the narcissus effect the signal non-uniformity has never been so dramatic. 
In this work, however, the distance between the camera and the imaged object is very close (~15 
cm), so the environment heating may be much more significant. 
 Figure 2.18 demonstrates that when the heated object has a small size rather than filling 
the full field of view, the camera can actually image the object without signal deterioration. 
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Inspired by this demonstration, we designed an improvement to the original temperature 
calibration experiment by positioning a glass window with a 3 mm hole between the camera and 
the heated PDMS film (Figure 2.19 a). Because the glass window is non-transparent to MWIR 
radiation, only the emission right behind the 3 mm hole is visible to the camera. If it is indeed the 
environmental heating from an extended hot object that causes the inverse vignette problem, 
such a glass shield should significantly correct signal deterioration at high temperatures. As 
shown in Figure 2.19 b, very uniformly bright hot spots that correspond to the 3 mm hole 
position of the shield is successfully imaged up to a temperature of 200 °C. Above 200 °C, 
however, noise started to develop again. This is probably because at these temperatures the glass 
window is no longer capable at shielding enough heat away from the object lens. Figure 2.19 c 
shows the temperature – IR intensity plot using the glass shield. The data points fit well into an 
allometric function up to 250 °C, but high level of non-uniformity at T > 200 °C is still 
significant. 
 
 
Figure 2.18 Thermal images of a small piece of silicon grease on the tip of a copper wire at 
room temperature (left) and right after being burnt by a match fire (right). 
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Figure 2.19 Thermographic calibration using a glass shield in front of the extended PDMS 
film. (a) Photograph of the glass shield with a 3 mm hole at the center. (b) Thermal images of 
the extended PDMS film heated to 150, 200, 250 and 300 °C, with the glass shield in the front. 
The color scale is normalized in each individual image by the maximum and minimum signals of 
all pixels. (c) The plot of the PDMS film temperature with the averaged IR intensity signal on the 
corresponding thermal image (averaged from a 150 by 150 pixel box at the center of the hot 
spot). Red line is the allometric fitting curve of the first six data points. Error bar shows the 
standard deviation of the signals from all pixels in each image. Definition of normalized intensity 
is defined as given by Equation 2.6 in Section 2.5.4. As a rough estimate, the actual IR intensity 
signal ≈ normalized intensity x 100. 
 
In order to completely eliminate the artificial high level of non-uniformity at high 
temperatures and obtain a thermographic calibration in the full dynamic range of the camera, the 
radiation standard was switched from the extended PDMS film to the much smaller PDMS cube. 
The radiant power of the PDMS cube is much smaller; therefore the environmental heating can 
be further reduced. 
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2.5.4 Calibration result from the PDMS cube 
Thermal images of the PDMS cubes heated to elevated temperatures were displayed in 
Figure 2.20. No inverse vignette or signal deterioration is visible in these thermal images, and the 
noise level is much lower even for temperature as high as 300 °C. This is a further support that 
the inverse vignette seen from extended PDMS film is not caused by the non-uniformity in pixel 
responses, but the intrinsic limitations of camera optics when there is excessive thermal radiation 
from a large heated object close-by. 
 
 
Figure 2.20 Thermal images of the PDMS cube heated to 250 °C (left) and 300 °C (high). It 
appears that the PDMS cube is on top of the copper wire because the images are inversed. 
 
The intensity signals were averaged from a 150 x 150 pixel box at the center of the 
PDMS cube. To minimize the influence of non-uniform response from different camera pixels 
and among different experiments, normalized intensity (NI) was used instead of the absolute 
intensity output from the camera detector. Normalized intensity NI(T) is defined as the ratio 
between the intensity signal from an object at a given temperature T over the intensity signal 
from the same object at room temperature 298 K: 
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𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼(𝑇𝑇) = 𝐼𝐼(𝑇𝑇)
𝐼𝐼(298𝐾𝐾)                                                                                                                   (Equation 2.6) 
The averaged normalized intensity of the PDMS cube was plotted against its temperature 
in Figure 2.21. The standard deviation of normalized intensity at each temperature point was also 
plotted, showing that the noise level of the intensity signals are maintained at lower than 10% 
even at the high end of the temperature range. To extract a mathematical expression of the 
correlation, the data points were fit into an empirical allometric function in the form of 
𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸 + 𝑏𝑏 × (𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼)𝑐𝑐                                                                                                                (Equation 2.7) 
Where a = 215.5, b = 83.64, c = 0.2868, R = 0.9992. 
 
 
Figure 2.21 Thermographic calibration curve and the fitted allometric function with the PDMS 
cube as radiation standard. 
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Importantly, because I(298K) is ~100, the camera detector’s dynamic range of 0−16000 
converts roughly to an NI value of 0−160. Therefore, the calibration data points cover the full 
dynamic range of the MWIR camera without the need to further extrapolation. All infrared 
images obtained in the later experiments were converted into thermographs based on the 
calibration Equation 2.7 in MATLAB, unless otherwise noted. 
All the calibration data points were obtained at 100 µs integration time, and therefore the 
calibration curve is only valid for thermal imaging at the same integration time setting. Due to 
the complexity introduced by the noise and non-zero response time of IR detectors, the intensity 
signals from the detector do not have a linear correlation with the signal integration time. Thus 
the calibration curve at other integration settings cannot be easily obtained by multiplying the 
function in Equation 2.7 with a constant coefficient. 
 
2.5.5 Emissivity variance of materials 
Although the thermographic calibration curve was obtained from a PDMS cube, the 
composites designed in this work also consist of many other materials (see Chapter 3 for more 
details about material compositions). Different material compositions may have different 
emissivities compared to the PDMS polymer, and the emissivity difference may also change with 
temperature. Therefore, the temperature calculated based on the calibration function can 
potentially deviate from actual value, particularly for the many kinds of inorganic and organic 
crystals used as composite fillers later in this work. In order to examine the influence of such 
emissivity difference, infrared images were taken for PDMS slabs containing sucrose, NaCl, and 
liquid inclusions that were uniformly heated. By converting the infrared images to thermographs 
using Equation 2.7, errors caused by emissivity difference would show as apparent temperature 
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inhomogeneity on these thermographs. As shown in Figure 2.22, the error is approximately less 
than 20 K at measured temperatures up to ~400 K. As the temperature of the hot spots observed 
in this thesis are typically at least 100 K higher than its surrounding materials, the error resulted 
from emissivity difference is negligible on a semi-quantitative basis. 
 
 
Figure 2.22 Temperature non-uniformity due to emissivity variance of different 
compositions. Thermographs of (a) a PDMS matrix containing a sucrose crystal, a polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) liquid droplet, and a PEG-coated sucrose crystal, and (b) a PDMS matrix 
containing many NaCl crystals, both samples heated to ~400 K. 
 
 
2.5.6 Assumptions and validations of the calibration method 
Besides ignoring the emissivity difference of different compositions, the validity of the 
current calibration method is also based on a few other approximations. First, it assumes that all 
objects being imaged are under thermal equilibrium, similar to the calibration standard. 
Nevertheless, a fast growing hot spot is by nature in a non-equilibrium state, and therefore its 
radiance may deviate from thermally equilibrated radiance at the same temperature. Second, it is 
assumed that if hot spots are generated beneath the surface, absorption of the material is 
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negligible. Third, it is also assumed that the radiation intensity is independent of hot spot size. As 
most of the hot spots generated and observed in this work are in similar sub-mm dimension as 
the calibration standard, this assumption is generally true. 
In order to experimentally test the validity and precision of the thermographic calibration, 
PDMS slabs embedded with crystals of different melting points were prepared and subject to 
sonication (see Section 2.6 for the sonication method and Chapter 3 Section 3.3 for PDMS 
composite sample preparation). These slabs were cut to only 6 mm in diameter (Figure 2.23 a); 
therefore their bulk viscoelastic heating under the vibration of the bigger ultrasonic horn would 
be strong, particularly at the edges.  When the sample was heated to the melting point of the 
embedded crystal, temperature on the crystal would sharply rise, creating a hot spot (Figure 2.23 
b). The thermal camera was able to monitor and record such temperature rise on the embedded 
crystal. Using the calibration function Equation 2.7, the temperature for hot spot onset 
consistently matches with the reported melting points of the embedded crystals (sucrose 430-450 
K, caramelization; fructose ~380 K; xylitol ~360 K; RDX ~470 K), which further demonstrates 
the validity of the calibration curve to be used for hot spot imaging beneath the surface of 
composite materials. 
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Figure 2.23 Hot spot onset dynamics from embedded crystals in the PDMS matrix. (a) IR 
image of a 6 mm diameter PDMS slab with sucrose crystals embedded inside. Scale bar is 1 mm. 
(b) Thermographs of the sample under sonication (44 µm amplitude and 970 kPa static pressure) 
at 300 ms, 600 ms and 700 ms, which show the viscoelastic heating at the edge of the sample, 
and hot spot onset from the sucrose crystals starting from the 600 ms frame. Scale bar is 1 mm. 
(c) Temperature profiles of four hot spots in the 700 ms thermograph of (b), showing the onset of 
the hot spots to be in a narrow temperature range of 430 – 450 K. Similarly, temperature profiles 
of hot spot onset on the embedded crystal and the bulk heating of the polymer are plotted for (d) 
PDMS-fructose composite, (e) PDMS-xylitol composite, and (f) PDMS-RDX composite. RDX 
crystal did not produce a hot spot because the temperature did not reach its melting point. 
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2.5.7 Extension of the camera’s dynamic range 
As indicated by the calibration curve in Figure 2.21, one is not able to directly obtain 
quantitative thermal images of any object hotter than 600 K under the 100 µs integration time 
setting, due to the saturation of the camera’s detectors. However, techniques do exist to 
overcome the limitation set by the camera’s dynamic range. 
The first method is using a neutral density (ND) filter to reduce the radiation intensity 
received by the camera detectors. For example, with an ND filter of a 2.0 optical density, the 
camera only see 1% of the actual thermal radiation from the object, and therefore is able to 
image hot spots that have normalized intensity up to 16000, instead of 160 without the ND filter. 
Essentially, ND filters allow the camera to image thermal events of high radiation intensity for 
longer period of integration time. Typical ND filters in the MWIR range are made from 
Germanium with metallic coatings.65 
Another widely used method to extend the camera’s dynamic range is superframing, 
which combines multiple thermal images of the same object under different integration times.66-
67 This method, however, not only reduces the camera frame rate because multiple frames are 
used to synthesize one image, but also needs separate calibrations to be performed at each 
integration time. 
As the 300-600 K temperature range does overlap with the threshold requirements for hot 
spot ignition of EMs, the demand for extending the camera’s dynamic range in this work is rare. 
As one example, ND filters are used in later experiments in Chapter 3 to help capture the thermal 
images of fast explosions, as longer integration time increases the chance to capture ultrafast 
events that occur only between frames. 
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2.6 Experimental setup: ultrasonic impact platform 
2.6.1 Overview of experimental design 
In order to record thermal images of composite solids under ultrasonic impact, a 
sonication platform was designed and built to couple with the MWIR thermal camera system. As 
illustrated in Figure 2.24, a 20 KHz ultrasonic horn (CV-33, Sonics and Materials Inc.) was 
pressed against the sample slab at a constant static pressure by four springs of adjustable length; 
the sample holder has a view-hole for the MWIR microscopic imaging of the sample slab from 
the opposite side of ultrasonic impact. A sapphire window was chosen as the substrate to load the 
sample slab, and also transmit the thermal radiation from the sample slab to the MWIR camera 
through the view-hole. The maximum peak-to-peak vibrational amplitude of the ultrasonic horn 
is 110 µm, as measured under an optical microscope. The tip of the horn, made of Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy, has a truncated circular shape with a 13 mm diameter and 10 mm width.  
For a given piece of solid sample, the ultrasonic power input into the material is 
controllable by adjusting the vibrational amplitude and the static pressure imposed by the four 
springs. As the amount of work is equal to force times distance, both increasing the amplitude 
and increasing the static pressure leads to greater ultrasonic power input.  
The ultrasonic horn is driven at its resonance frequency by a stack of lead zirconate 
titanate piezoelectric transducers. The exact resonance frequency can be slightly different from 
the 20 kHz nominal frequency depending on the exact length of the horn, and is automatically 
adjusted by the power supply of the horn. The power supply is designed to be able to drive the 
ultrasonic vibration at a constant amplitude, which is adjustable from 20% to 100% of the 
maximum 110 µm. 
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Figure 2.24 (a) Schematic of the ultrasonic impact platform, and (b) photograph of the setup. 
 
2.6.2 Sample holder design 
The function of the sample holder is to connect the sample slab with the ultrasonic horn 
by the springs, and to provide a viewing window for the thermal camera. As shown by Figure 
2.25, the stainless steel sample holder is composed of the base, which loads the sample slab, and 
the ring mount, which is installed at the nodal point of the horn by inner threads. The base and 
the ring mount are not only connected with each other by four springs, but also by four lubricated 
steel rods as rails, which prevent the undesired lateral and torsional motion of the sample holder 
when the horn is vibrating. 
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Figure 2.25 Sample holder design. (a) Top-down view of the sample holder base, showing a 13 
mm through hole for thermal imaging, and four 2 mm holes around the edges for the insertion of 
the steel rods. (b) Photograph showing the four steel rods connecting the holder base and the ring 
mount, which is installed at the nodal point of the horn. (c) Photograph showing the holder base 
and the ring mount connected by both the steel rods and the springs, pressing the ultrasonic horn 
onto the loaded sample. 
 
2.6.3 Calibration of static pressure 
The static pressure from the ultrasonic horn is calculated from the stiffness and the 
extension of the four springs. The static pressure can be adjusted by either changing the 
displacement of the springs, or by changing spring stiffness. The stiffness of the springs was 
determined by measuring the tensile force needed to stretch the springs into a series of 
displacement. Two sets of springs with different stiffness were used in this work. The stiffness 
k1 = 1.69 kg/cm, k2 = 0.150 kg/cm. By combining these two sets of springs and adjusting their 
displacement, two standard static pressures have been used in this work, being 300 kPa and 970 
kPa respectively. 
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2.7 Conclusions 
An apparatus for the real-time microscopic thermal imaging of materials under ultrasonic 
impact was designed, built and characterized. A high speed MWIR camera was used for the 
microscopic thermal imaging. Spatial resolution of the thermal images was determined to be ~15 
µm. A thermographic calibration curve covering the full dynamic range of the thermal imaging 
system was established by using a sub-mm size PDMS cube as a radiation standard. It was found 
out that errors caused by the emissivity variance of the different material compositions are 
insignificant, and hot spot dynamics could be successfully captured for particles embedded 
inside a composite solid using the thermal imaging system, with the hot spot onset temperature 
matching the reported melting points of the particles very well.  
A high-intensity sonication stage was coupled with the thermal imaging system, and was 
built by connecting an ultrasonic horn with a sample holder. The stage allows the ultrasonic horn 
to press on the sample at a constant and adjustable static pressure, while vibrating at ~20 kHz 
with the peak-to-peak amplitude up to 110 µm. Thermal images were taken on the opposite side 
of the ultrasonic impact, through a MWIR transparent sapphire window. 
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CHAPTER 3 
HOT SPOT GENERATION AND CONTROL IN POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES 
UNDER ULTRASONIC IMPACT 
 
3.1 Introduction: polymer composites 
Polymer composites are multiphase materials with polymers being at least one 
constituent in the material. Depending on their structures, polymer composites can be divided 
into two main categories: polymer matrix composites and polymer bonded composites, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Polymer matrix composites1-2 consist of a polymer resin phase as the 
continuous matrix, with particles or fibers embedded inside, usually as a reinforcement or 
functional medium. In contrast, polymer bonded composites consist of non-polymeric particles 
or crystals stacking with each other in most of its volume, with polymer binders filling the 
interstitial areas in the material, usually in a non-continuous and porous fashion (see Figure 1.4 
for an example). In practical terms, composites with less than 20 wt% of polymer are generally 
referred to as polymer bonded composites. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of a polymer matrix composite (left) and a polymer bonded composite 
(right).3 Polymer is in blue, and particles are in red. 
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Polymer matrix composites have very diverse applications. Fiber reinforced composites,4 
typically those containing glass fibers, carbon fibers/nanotubes, aramid fibers, etc., possess 
exceptionally high tensile strength and toughness and have been widely used for aerospace 
industry,5-6 military protections7-9 and sporting goods fabrication10-12 as well as infrastructural,13-
14 automotive15-17 and biomedical18-19 applications. Polymer matrix composites can also be 
reinforced by particle fillers. For example, modern tire rubber is usually composed of a 
crosslinked natural and synthetic rubber matrix with micron-size particulates, such as carbon 
black or silica.20-22 In addition to applications in mechanical reinforcement, polymer matrix 
composites also include wide varieties of functional materials exhibiting advanced electrical, 
magnetic and optical properties. Functional properties of the materials may arise from the 
embedded fillers or from the interaction of the filler with the polymer phase. 
Notably, the mechanical strength and performance of the polymer matrix composites are 
not only determined by the properties of the bulk polymer matrix and the fillers, but also from 
properties of the binding interface between different components. For example, for fiber 
reinforced composites, weak binding at the interface usually leads to mechanical failures, while 
an excessively strong binding makes the material too brittle.1 Polymer-particle interface is also 
important for electron transport in conductive composites.23-24 In order to improve material 
performance, much effort needs to be devoted to the interfacial engineering of the polymer 
matrix composites.25-27 
As discussed in Chapter 1, common types of energetic materials (EMs), especially 
secondary explosives, are designed as polymer bonded composites rather than polymer matrix 
composites. Due to the high energy density required in these materials in order to sustain the 
detonation velocity and pressure during explosion, the non-energetic polymer content is usually 
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kept at the minimal. However, a continuous polymer matrix may be desirable when the 
mechanical strength and integrity of the EMs is a major concern. A particular example is in the 
multifunctional energetic structural materials (ESMs) that have emerged in recent decades.28-29 
ESMs combine rapid energy release properties with mechanical strength and are widely used in 
both civil and military applications, e.g. as reactive fragments in shells and reactive shaped 
charge liners. A popular form of ESM is metal-polymer composites, such as micron-size Al or 
thermite particles (~25% by weight) suspended in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) matrix 
(~75% by weight).29 This composition provides intense heating complementary to the shock 
from the main charge. Rocket propellants also have a significant volume of polymer and often 
have polymer matrix structures (see Figure 1.6).  
When ultrasonic waves propagate through a polymer composite, the distribution, 
conversion and dissipation of ultrasonic energy will presumably be strongly dependent on (1) the 
bulk mechanical properties of each component in the composite, (2) the (micro- and nano-scale) 
interfacial properties between different phases and (3) the macroscale shape, and (4) the 
mesoscale structure of the material. Since the interfacial structures in polymer matrix composites 
are much simpler than in polymer bonded systems, their interaction with ultrasound is easier to 
investigate and thermal events associated with specific structures are easier to identify. 
Therefore, polymer matrix composite systems were selected as the starting point for the study of 
ultrasonic energy concentration in this work. The principles learned from matrix composite 
models were then applied and further developed to polymer bonded composites in Chapter 4. 
The rest of this chapter will discuss the appropriate design and fabrication of matrix 
composite models, ultrasonic hot spot generation from these materials, exploration on the heating 
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mechanisms and the potential applications of the ultrasonic hot spots for thermal reaction control 
in EMs. 
 
3.2 Composite model design 
To avoid the complex interplay among various structural features (i.e. mechanical 
discontinuities), we started with a simplified model that retains only the essential elements of a 
typical polymer composite: a continuous polymer matrix, individual solid inclusions, and 
naturally, the interfaces between them. Particulates, either crystal or amorphous, were sparsely 
embedded into the middle of a homogeneous polymer slab (Figure 3.2). As discussed in Chapter 
1, although the acoustic waves are expected to propagate elastically in homogeneous polymer 
matrix and particulates, non-linear effects may occur at the polymer-particulate interfaces. In 
order to study the importance of these interfaces, we could further control the interfacial 
mechanical and chemical properties of the material by surface modification of the embedded 
particulates. 
In the current composite model, the polymer matrix determines the acoustic impedance 
match between the ultrasonic horn and the material under impact. Sufficient ultrasonic energy 
must be transferred into the composite while minimizing material damage at the contacting 
surface (such as in ultrasonic machining), therefore, a modest elastic modulus (e.g. <10 MPa) of 
the matrix material is desirable. In addition, the matrix material also needs to have high thermal 
and chemical stabilities to survive intense temperatures (e.g. 500-600 K, typical thermal 
decomposition temperature of explosive crystals). Elastomers including polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS, elastic modulus E ~ 2 MPa30) and cross-linked hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene 
(HTPB, E ~ 1 MPa31) were therefore chosen as matrix materials in most composite samples.  
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Solid inclusions are typically selected to be a few hundred microns in size, so that hot 
spots associated with these particulates can be clearly resolved under the thermal imaging 
microscope. We were able to examine solid inclusions covering a wide variety of chemical 
reactivities and physical properties, including sucrose, NaCl, RDX (cyclotrimethylene-
trinitramine), PBX (polymer bonded explosives), ammonium nitrate, and Teflon cubes. 
Noticeably, the wavelength of 20 kHz acoustic waves (see Chapter 2) in solid materials is at least 
1 cm or longer, far exceeding the size of the inclusions and the thickness of the composite 
sample (typically 1-2 mm, see section 3.3.2). Therefore, there is no directly energy coupling of 
the acoustic waves with the characteristic dimensions of the composite sample. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Model composite system and experimental design. (a) Cross-sectional schematic 
showing a polymer slab (green) with a surface-modified inclusion (purple hexagon circled by 
orange) and a pristine inclusion (purple hexagon). Ultrasonic vibration is generated by pressing 
an ultrasonic horn vibrating at 20 kHz against the sample at a controlled pressure and the thermal 
emission from the sample is imaged through a sapphire window (blue). (b) Planar view of the 
same composite; area covered by the ultrasonic horn is in black dashed line, and the thermal 
imaging viewing area is in red dashed line. Scale bar is 5 mm. 
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3.3 Experimental methods 
3.3.1 General notes 
Sylgard 182 two-part PDMS kit was purchased from Dow Corning. Teflon AF solution 
(grade 601S1-100-6) was purchased from DuPont and the perfluoro solvent Fluorinert FC-770 
was purchased from 3M. RDX crystals and PBX-9407 (94 wt% RDX, 6 wt% fluoropolymer 
binder, Teledyne Technologies Inc) were obtained from Dr. Dan Hooks of Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. All other chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and used without further treatment 
unless otherwise noted. To prepare solid particulates with diameters of 250 µm to 500 µm, all 
crystals except RDX and PBX-9407 were ground by a mortar and pestle and were sifted with an 
ultrasonic sifter (ATM Corp.). The sifted sucrose crystals of 250 – 500 µm size are usually 
adhered by a significant amount of finer sucrose powders, which were washed away by a mixture 
of 80 vol% ethanol and 20 vol% water. RDX crystals of the same size range are hand-picked 
with tweezers under an optical microscope, and PBX particles were cut from a pressed PBX 
pellet using a razor blade. 
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were obtained on a JEOL 6060LV instrument 
operating at 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. Samples were mounted via carbon tape and 
sputter coated with ~10 nm of Au/Pd prior to imaging. When SEM analysis is needed for a 
particle embedded in the polymer matrix after sonication, the sample is cut off by a new razor 
blade in close proximity to the embedded particle, and then the particle is gently pushed out and 
picked up by a clean tweezer, followed by rinsing in ethanol or isopropanol before SEM 
imaging. 
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Optical micrographs were obtained on a Zeiss Axioskop optical/fluorescence microscope 
with no polarizers inserted. Photographs of the samples were typically taken by a Nikon 90 
camera with backlighting. 
 
3.3.2 Composite sample preparation and characterizations 
Sample preparation involves two general steps: (1) surface modification of the 
particulates; (2) embedding the particulates into a thermal curable polymer matrix. 
Surface modifications of the particulates were done by either coating with a non-volatile 
viscous liquid or coating with a thin poly(tetrafluoroethlyene) (PTFE) solid film. To coat a 
crystal with viscous liquid, the crystal was directly dipped into polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mn 
~600 Da) or other liquids as specified. For the PTFE coating of crystals, 6 wt% Teflon AF 
solution was first diluted by FC-770 perfluoro solvent to make a 1.5 wt% Teflon AF solution. 
NaCl crystals were dipped into the solution, air-dried on a glass slide for a few minutes, and then 
baked at 120 °C and 160 °C for 15 minutes each; the procedure was repeated a second time to 
achieve a homogeneous coating of a few µm thickness (Figure 3.3). 
All sample slabs were composed of a composite layer containing the solid inclusions, 
sandwiched on top and bottom by layers of pure polymer. The procedure for preparing such 
sandwich-structures was illustrated in Figure 3.4. PDMS (Sylgard 182) was mechanically mixed 
at a 10:1 wt. ratio (base/accelerator) and degassed under vacuum. The mixture was spread on a 
sapphire window (diameter 25.4 mm, Thorlabs) to make a homogeneous layer ~300 µm thick 
and was cured at 100 °C for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, the second layer of 
PDMS, ~600 µm thick, was spread and inclusions were immersed with the help of a thin needle. 
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After subsequent curing and cooling, the third layer of PDMS, ~600 µm thick, was spread and 
cured at 100°C for 60 min. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 SEM image of (a) a PTFE coated NaCl crystal, and (b) a PTFE coated NaCl crystal 
with the coating intentionally peeled by tweezers to show the PTFE film wrapped around the 
crystal. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Schematic of preparation procedure for the sandwich-structured sample slab. 
 
HTPB (Mn ~1,200), when used as a polymer matrix, was mechanically mixed in a 83:17 
wt. ratio with isophorone diisocyanate, and cured at 100°C for 4 hours for each layer of the slab. 
The hydroxyl groups on the HTPB chain react with the diisocyanate to form cross-linking 
urethane bonds. 
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The structural characterizations of the sandwiched sample slabs with coated and uncoated 
inclusions were shown in Figure 3.5. Total thickness of the sample is typically 1.5 mm to 2 mm. 
The purpose of a sandwich structure is to protect the inclusions from direct contact with the horn 
surface or the sapphire window, which may result in frictional heating as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Characterizations of the sandwiched polymer matrix composite sample slab. (a) 
Photograph of the sample slab on the 25.4 mm diameter sapphire window showing two crystals 
embedded inside. (b) SEM image of the cross-section of a sample slab cut through the PDMS 
matrix and an embedded sucrose crystal; the interfaces between layers are visible. (c) Optical 
micrograph of the cross-section of a sample slab showing an embedded sucrose crystal coated 
with PEG. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Left, the bottom surface of PDMS-sucrose composite without protective layers after 
sonication for 0.5 s, showing the wear of the polymer and the exposure of the crystals; right, 
thermograph of the same area showing heating from the exposed locations (Tmax ~ 400 K). 
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3.3.3 Ultrasonic irradiation and MWIR imaging 
As previously described in Chapter 2 and illustrated by Figure 2.24, a 20 kHz ultrasonic 
horn was pressed against the sample slab by four springs of adjustable length; the sample holder 
has a view-hole for the mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) microscopic imaging. In this work, the 
static pressure imposed on the sample has two settings: 300 kPa and 970 kPa. The ultrasonic 
horn was set to vibrate at 25%, 40% or 60% of its maximum amplitude, equivalent to 27 µm, 44 
µm and 66 µm peak-to-peak amplitudes respectively. To ensure uniform contact with the 
sample, the tip of the horn was cleaned by isopropanol wipes before every experiment and 
mechanically polished when visible scratches developed on its surface. Irradiation pulses were 
typically 0.1 s to 1 s in duration and were initiated while the MWIR camera (controlled by NI 
Vision Acquisition Software) was taking frames at 100 Hz and 100 µs integration time. 
Quantitative dynamics of hot spots (i.e. temperature profile versus sonication time) were 
obtained by averaging the temperature in a 20 pixel by 20 pixel box at the center of the hot spot 
being analyzed in each frame of the sequential thermographs using MATLAB. 
 
3.4 Results and discussion: hot spot characteristics and dynamics 
3.4.1 Effect of interfacial coating on hot spot generation 
As sucrose is a widely-used simulant for energetic materials, the initial studies began 
with sucrose crystal inclusions embedded in PDMS matrix.32-33 Under mild ultrasonic irradiation 
(i.e. 27 µm peak-to-peak amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure), bulk heating of the polymer 
matrix is slow (~30 K s-1) and no localized heating occurs at the polymer-sucrose interfacial 
structures. Surprisingly, however, if the sucrose crystals were coated with a thin liquid layer, e.g. 
polyethylene glycol (PEG, molecular weight ~600), intense hot spots developed on these crystals 
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under the same condition. As shown in Figure 3.7 a, b and e, generated hot spots reached 600 K 
in 150 ms on the PEG-coated sucrose inclusion with a heating rate of ~2,600 K/s. In sharp 
contrast, the polymer matrix and the pristine crystal embedded were barely heated during this 
period. 
 
3.4.2 Control of hot spot dynamics 
It was further discovered that the dynamics of the hot spots generated on the liquid-
coated crystals can be controlled by adjusting the ultrasound intensity. As shown in Figure 3.7 c, 
d and f, under stronger ultrasonic impact conditions (i.e., 44 µm amplitude and 970 kPa static 
pressure), the development of the hot spot was significantly faster on the PEG-coated sucrose 
crystal — the temperature rose to  >600 K in 60 ms, while the polymer matrix and the embedded 
uncoated sucrose crystal were still barely heated during this period. The maximum heating rate 
of the hot spot reached 22,000 K/s, about 10 times faster than the heating rate under the 
condition of 27 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure and on par with the heating intensity 
of tissue ablation by typical surgical lasers. Noticeably the heating rate could in principle be 
further boosted by increasing the ultrasound amplitude and the static pressure. However, the time 
resolution (10 ms) and the dynamic range (300-600K) of the MWIR camera under the current 
integration parameters limits the observable maximum heating rate to be around 30,000 K/s (see 
Chapter 2 for detailed discussions about the camera dynamic range). 
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Figure 3.7 Hot spot generation from surface-coated inclusions. (a) Optical micrograph of a 
composite of two sucrose crystals (one PEG-coated) embedded in PDMS, and (b) thermographs 
of the sample in (a) during ultrasonic irradiation (27 µm amplitude, 300 kPa applied pressure). 
Crystal locations are marked with dashed lines. (c) Optical micrograph of a second PDMS-
sucrose composite with one of the sucrose crystal coated by PEG, and (d) thermographs of the 
sample in (c) during ultrasonic irradiation (44 µm amplitude, 970 kPa applied pressure). All 
scale bars in (a)-(d) are 1 mm. (e) Temperature evolution of the hot spot and the uncoated crystal 
in (b). (f) Temperature evolution of the hot spot and the uncoated crystal in (d). 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the reproducibility on the control of hot spot dynamics by ultrasound 
intensity. Under the same sonication conditions, the hot spots on the liquid-coated crystals have 
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very similar onset time and heating rate among multiple trials. The reproducibility is even more 
pronounced considering that the MWIR camera has a 10 ms time resolution, and therefore there 
is a ±10 ms error in determining time zero of each individual experiment. It is worth noting that 
a plateau region around 400 K seems to be resolved for hot spots under milder sonication 
conditions, which presumably corresponds to the melting and caramelization of the sucrose 
crystals. 
Consistency of hot spot dynamics was further demonstrated by the experiment in Figure 
3.9, where two PEG-coated crystals were embedded in the same polymer matrix. Two hot spots 
with almost identical heating rate evolved from these two crystals, showing that the ultrasonic 
energy was evenly dissipated at these two locations. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Reproducibility of hot spots dynamics from PDMS composite with PEG-coated 
sucrose inclusions. Temperature evolution of hot spots generated from PEG-coated sucrose 
crystals embedded in PDMS matrix sonicated under the conditions of (a) 44 µm horn amplitude 
and 970 kPa static pressure, and (b) 27 µm horn amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. Five 
individual experiments are displayed for each.  
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Figure 3.9 Simultaneous hot spot generation on two PEG-coated crystals. (a) Optical 
micrograph of a PDMS matrix embedded with two PEG-coated sucrose crystals, and the 
thermographs of the sample under ultrasonic impact (44 µm horn amplitude and 970 kPa static 
pressure) at (b) 40 ms and (c) 60 ms. (d) The temperature evolution of the hot spots on the two 
crystals.  
 
3.4.3 Estimation on the heating power and magnitude of energy concentration 
Assuming that the heat of the hot spots on the PEG-coated crystals were solely generated 
at the polymer-crystal interface (which is theoretically valid based on later discussions of hot 
spot generation mechanism in section 3.5), it is possible to estimate the thermal power output of 
the hot spots, and compare that with the overall ultrasonic power input into the bulk material to 
obtain a factor of energy concentration on these hot spots. 
The power output at a hot spot is equivalent to the ultrasonic energy converted to heat at 
the polymer-inclusion interface per unit time, assuming there is only neglible additional heating 
from exothermic chemical reactions that may also occur. The amount of energy converted at the 
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interface can be calculated from the volume, temperature and heat capacity of the hot spot. 
Therefore: 
𝑃𝑃hotspot = (𝑉𝑉crystal𝑑𝑑crystal𝐶𝐶p,crystal + 𝑉𝑉polymer𝑑𝑑polymer𝐶𝐶p,polymer)𝐴𝐴surface × ∆𝑇𝑇∆𝐸𝐸               (equation 3.1) 
where V, d, C are the volume, density and heat capacity of the crystal and the polymer 
respectively, Asurface is the surface area of the crystal, and ∆t is the time for the corresponding 
temperature rise ∆T. 
Specifically, for the experiment in Figure 3.7 d, we assume that ultrasonic energy 
converted on the sucrose crystal surface (simplied to a 400 μm × 400 μm × 700 μm rectangular 
box) heats up 200 K over 10 ms for a depth into the crystal and into the surrounding polymer 
matrix of ~200 μm (for a graphic representation of the simplified model see Figure 3.10); this 
depth of heating is taken experimentally from the second to third frames of Fig. 2b. Using the 
following values: dsucrose = 1.59 g cm-3, dPDMS = 1.03 g cm-3, Cp,sucrose = 1.24 J g-1 K-1, Cp,PDMS = 1.46 J g-1 K-1, and using the equation above, we obtained a power value of ~1.4 kW cm-2 at the 
crystal surface.  
The energy conversion rate on the bulk material was calculated by the following 
equation: 
𝑃𝑃bulk = (𝐴𝐴horn tipℎ)𝑑𝑑sample𝐶𝐶p,sample𝐴𝐴horn tip × ∆𝑇𝑇∆𝐸𝐸 = ℎ𝑑𝑑sample𝐶𝐶p,sample × ∆𝑇𝑇∆𝐸𝐸                    (equation 3.2) 
Where Ahorn tip is the area of the tip in contact with the sample, and h is the sample thickness. ∆T 
is the average temperature increase on the bulk sample.  
At the experimental condition of Figure 3.7 d, when no hot spot is present, the heating 
rate of bulk polymer is ~60 K/s. Using h = 1.5 mm, dPDMS = 1.03 g cm-3, Cp,PDMS = 1.46 J g-1 K-1, 
the bulk heating power was estimated to be 13 W cm-2 at the horn surface. 
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Comparing the heating power at the hot spot surface and the bulk heating power from the 
horn surface, an energy concentration factor of ~100 is derived. These hot spots result from 
spontaneous energy concentration, meaning that the liquid-coated interface automatically 
absorbs and converts diffuse acoustic energy. The magnitude of this energy concentration is 
comparable to that in high-intensity focused ultrasound (see Chapter 1 Section 1.4.4 for details), 
which uses a concave ultrasonic horn to externally focus the acoustic energy.  
 
 
Figure 3.10 A simplified model of the hot spot region. The grey rectangular box represents the 
embedded crystal, and the green box stands for the surrounding polymer matrix that is heated up 
by the hot spot. Heat is generated from the ultrasonic energy deposition on the surface of the 
grey rectangular box. Model dimensions correspond to the hot spot shown in Figure 3.7 d, t=60 
ms. 
 
3.4.4 Versatility of material compositions and structures 
Hot spot generation at the liquid-coated polymer-crystal interfaces were consistently 
reproduced using a variety of other material compositions, all of which show similar heating 
dynamics (Figure 3.11). Such versatility demonstrates that the liquid-coating at the polymer-
crystal interface serves as an important nucleation site for intense localized hot spot generation, 
while other factors, such as the mechanical strength, density, surface energy and chemical 
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reactivity of the material matrix and inclusions, are not deterministic. Changing the viscosity of 
the liquid coating from PEG (10.5 centistokes) to glycerol (141.2 centistokes) to non-crosslinked 
HTPB (1500 centistokes) does not lead to significant change in the hot spot dynamics (Figure 
3.11 c and d); thus the properties of the thin liquid coating are not determinants of the hot spot 
characteristics either. 
While in most samples the inclusion sizes were selected to be 250-500 μm for the 
convenience of thermal imaging, hot spots were also observed on embedded particulates with 
much smaller diameters, such as the PEG-coated sucrose crystal shown in Figure 3.12, which is 
~50 μm in size. However, it was not determined in this work if a particle size limit exists for 
localized heating to occur, as particles much smaller than 50 μm will be very difficult to map on 
the MWIR image. 
Many real-world composite materials have 3D structures instead of a flat 2D slab used in 
the current work. A preliminary demonstration in Figure 3.13 shows that the ultrasonic energy is 
able to penetrate deep into the material, and the liquid-coated interface is still effective at 
producing intense hot spots even when located much farther away from the ultrasonic horn than 
the uncoated inclusions. 
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Figure 3.11 Hot spot formation in composites of various compositions. (a) Optical 
micrograph of a PDMS matrix embedded with a PEG-coated and a pristine NaCl crystal, and (b) 
the thermograph of the sample under ultrasonic irradiation at 250 ms. (c) Optical micrograph of a 
PDMS matrix embedded with a HTPB-coated and a pristine sucrose crystal, and (d) the 
thermograph of the sample under ultrasonic irradiation at 150 ms. (e) Optical micrograph of a 
PDMS matrix embedded with a glycerol-coated and a pristine sucrose crystal, and (f) the 
thermograph of the sample under ultrasonic irradiation at 180 ms.  (g) Optical micrograph of a 
PDMS matrix embedded with a pristine PTFE cube and a pristine sucrose crystal, and (h) the 
thermograph of the sample under ultrasonic irradiation at 200 ms. (i) Optical micrograph of a 
HTPB matrix embedded with a pristine PTFE cube, and (j) the thermograph of the sample under 
ultrasonic irradiation at 530 ms. All experiments were done at 27 µm horn amplitude and 300 
kPa static pressure. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
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Figure 3.12 (a) Optical micrograph of a PDMS matrix embedded with a PEG-coated NaCl 
crystal and an uncoated NaCl crystal, both ~50 µm in diameters; thermographs of the sample 
under ultrasonic impact (27 µm horn amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure) are displayed for (b) 
80 ms, (c) 90 ms and (d) 200 ms. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 (a) Schematic of a PDMS matrix sample with a deeply embedded PEG-coated 
sucrose crystal and a shallowly embedded uncoated sucrose crystal, (b) the MWIR image of the 
same sample, and the thermographs of the sample under sonication at (c) 20 ms and (d) 200 ms. 
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3.5 Results and discussion: mechanism of hot spot generation 
3.5.1 Exclusion of liquid heating, crystal breakage and triboelectric mechanisms 
Several mechanisms that have been proposed for hot spot formation under mechanical 
stimuli can be ruled out as possible hot spot generation pathways under the current conditions of 
ultrasonic impact. 
First, cavitation in liquids or gels,34-35 as discussed in Chapter 1, can induce intense gas-
phase hot spots and cause liquid streaming that produces viscous heating. Although it is possible 
that cavitation and streaming did occur in the liquid coating during ultrasonic impact, neither of 
them contributes significantly to the obsesrved localized heating. Indeed, as shown in Figure 
3.14, no hot spots were observed from pure PEG liquid droplets embedded in a PDMS matrix 
under the same ultrasonic impact conditions. 
Second, intense heating has been reported to occur from particle breakage and shear 
banding of crystals under drop-weight impact.36-37 However, unlike a strong mechanical impact, 
ultrasonic energy used in the current experiments was not strong enough to break the crystals 
embedded in the polymer matrix. If we stopped the sonication shortly after hot spots were 
initiated from a PEG-coated crystal, no damage or plastic deformation to the bulk crystals could 
be observed (Figure 3.15). Therefore, no heating from the shear banding of the bulk crystals 
could occur. 
Third, as crystals of sucrose and NaCl are not energetic, triboelectric discharge at the 
polymer-crystal interface cannot account for the hot generation either. A discharge may produce 
molecular fragments and ions at the polymer-particle interface, but the recombination of these 
species will not lead to intense exothermic reactions. 
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Finally, it is worth noting that the strong adsorption of ultrasonic energy due to 
mechanical resonance, which has been suggested as a possible factor in producing bulk 
heating,38-39 is not a relevant hot spot generation mechanism in the current composite systems. 
As sound velocities in solids typically reach ~2,000 m/s, the wavelength for 20 kHz vibration 
should reach ~1 cm, far exceeding the particulate sizes and the sample slab thicknesses used in 
the experiments of this work. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Exclusion of hot spots generation from pure liquid phase. (a) Optical micrograph 
of a pure PEG droplet embedded in a PDMS matrix. (b) Thermograph of the sample in (a) under 
ultrasonic irradiation at 500 ms, showing no hot spot formation at the droplet location (dashed 
circle). (c) Optical micrograph of a pure PEG droplet, a PEG-coated sucrose crystal and a 
pristine sucrose crystal embedded in the same PDMS matrix. (d) Thermograph of the sample in 
(c) under ultrasonic irradiation at 100 ms, showing hot spot formation only on PEG-coated 
sucrose crystal. Both experiments were done at 27 µm horn amplitude and 300 kPa static 
pressure. Both scale bars in (a) and (c) are 1 mm. 
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Figure 3.15 Morphologies of crystals before and after ultrasonic irradiation. (a) The SEM 
micrograph of a sucrose crystal before PEG-coating and embedding into a PDMS matrix (left) 
and after it was embedded and a ~340 K hot spot was generated (right). Scale bars are 100 µm. 
(b) The optical micrograph of a PEG-coated NaCl crystal embedded in a PDMS matrix before 
sonication (left) and after a ~340 K hot spot was generated and the crystal was taken out (right). 
Scale bars are 500 µm. 
 
 
3.5.2 Evidence of interfacial de-adhesion mechanism 
In order to determine the mechanism of hot spot generation, the role of the liquid coating 
as an agent that de-adheres the particulate from the polymer was examined. Interfacial 
deadhesion between the solid inclusion and the polymer can serve as nucleation sites for 
ultrasonic hot spots through frictional heating; local frictional heating has previously also been 
speculated to occur under shockwave and drop-weight mechanical impact.3, 40-42 
As shown in Figure 3.16, the mechanical effects of sonication on composite samples 
were examined using NaCl crystal inclusions that were coated either with liquid PEG or a solid 
film of PTFE (specifically Teflon-AF™, a soluble form of PTFE from DuPont). During the 
development of an intense (~600 K) hot spot, a PEG-coated NaCl crystal sustained no substantial 
damage, but nevertheless showed a smoothing of its surface morphology on the micro-scale 
(Figure 3.16 a and b), which suggests the existence of abrasive action at the crystal-polymer 
interfaces. In contrast, such morphological alteration was not observed on uncoated NaCl crystal 
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inclusions after sonication. In order to exclude the possible interference from nonlinear acoustic 
effects in liquids (e.g. cavitation and micro-streaming), composite samples with NaCl crystal 
inclusions coated by a solid film (~2 µm thick, Figure 3.3) of PTFE were also tested. PTFE has 
low surface energy (20 mN/m), and therefore should be able to prevent adhesion between the 
inclusion and the polymer much as a liquid coating. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3.16 c and d, 
localized hot spots also evolve on the PTFE-coated crystal under ultrasonic irradiation, in quite 
similar dynamics and intensity to those generated on the PEG-coated NaCl crystals. 
Interestingly, tearing and wrinkling of the PTFE coating were also observed under after 
sonication, as direct evidence of interfacial friction occurred during hot spot generation (Figure 
3.16 e and f). It was also possible to observe some very distinctive patterns on the surface of the 
PEG-coated sucrose crystals after the generation of hot spots (Figure 17), which may have 
originated from the melting and recrystallization occurring on the sucrose surface under cyclic 
mechanical stress. 
Essentially, both a PTFE film and a liquid coating serve as nucleation sites for hot spots 
formation: they de-adhere the particle-polymer interface, which allows relative motion between 
the two components upon exposure to ultrasound. Once the inclusion and polymer are free to 
oscillate relative to one another, frictional heating dissipates the ultrasonic energy at the interface 
and generates hot spots. Compared to interfacial de-adhesion, the bulk properties of the 
composite are much less important: hot spots are still observed when a NaCl crystal is replaced 
by a pure PTFE cube (Figure 3.11 g and h) or when the PDMS matrix is replaced by HTPB 
(Figure 3.11 i and j).  
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Figure 3.16 Ultrasonic effects at the interface. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a 
pristine NaCl crystal (inset, scale bar 100 µm) and a close-up of its surface (scale bar 20 µm). (b) 
SEM of the same NaCl crystal (inset, scale bar 100 µm) and its surface (scale bar 20 µm) after 
formation of a 600 K hot spot, generated with PEG coating in a PDMS matrix, under the same 
condition as in Fig. 2d. (c) Optical micrograph of a PDMS composite embedded with a PTFE-
coated NaCl crystal and a pristine NaCl crystal (scale bar 1 mm), and (d) thermograph of the 
sample when sonicated under the same conditions as in Fig. 2d. (e) SEM of the PTFE-coated 
NaCl crystal after ultrasonic irradiation (scale bar 100 µm), and (f) a close-up of the upper right 
quadrant of (e) showing the deterioration of the PTFE coating (scale bar 20 µm). 
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Figure 3.17 Morphologies of crystals after ultrasonic irradiation. SEM micrograph of a 
sucrose crystal surface after a 450 K hot spot was generated under ultrasonic irradiation. Scale 
bars from left to right are 100 µm, 20 µm and 10 µm. 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Hot spot run-away percentage on pristine crystals at varying ultrasonic horn 
amplitude and irradiation time.  
 
In additional support of interfacial de-adhesion mechanism, it was also observed that 
under prolonged sonication time and strong ultrasonic intensity, there is an increasing probability 
for hot spots to run-off on uncoated crystals embedded in the polymer matrix as well (Figure 
3.18). With sufficient ultrasonic energy input, it is possible to de-adhere the physical binding at 
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the polymer-crystal interface even when no interfacial modification is present. Once interfacial 
de-adhesion occurs, friction will generate localized heating at the unmodified interface. 
 
 
3.6 Results and discussion: applications in energetic materials 
Hot spots, once initially formed in EMs, could cool down, cause slow burning, or initiate 
detonation of the EM, depending on the hot spots’ sizes and temperatures.43 One might have 
imagined that hot spots could arise during ultrasonic irradiation at solid particle-particle 
interfaces or at voids, pores, or cracks in the EM, as previous literature has proposed for the case 
of shockwave impact. We find instead, however, that interfacial de-adhesion is the dominant 
mechanism for ultrasonic hot spot formation, permitting us unprecedented control and 
confinement of thermal processes in a solid composite, especially EMs. By introducing localized 
surface modifications during material fabrication, we can preset precise locations for energy 
concentration and thereby control where explosions initiate in model solid EMs. 
In this section, ultrasonic hot spot control on (1) composites with individual explosive 
crystals, (2) composites with high loading of explosive crystals, and (3) oxidizer and fuel 
systems will be discussed. Some very recent work has examined the ultrasonic heating of EMs 
and analyzed its frequency dependence,38, 44 but mostly with small temperature rises that are 
insufficient to trigger thermal reactions and did not offer a way to control the heating locations. 
 
3.6.1 Hot spot generation from individual explosive crystals 
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Figure 3.19 Hot spot formation in energetic composites. (a) Optical micrograph of a PDMS 
matrix embedded with a PEG-coated and a pristine NH4NO3 crystal. (b) Thermographs of the 
sample in (a) under ultrasonic irradiation at 100 ms and 120 ms. (c) Optical micrograph of a 
PDMS matrix embedded with a PEG-coated and a pristine RDX crystal. (d) Thermographs of 
the sample in (c) under ultrasonic irradiation at 70 ms and 80 ms. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
 
Noticeably, the peak temperature observed for the ultrasonic hot spots, ~600 K, exceeds 
the thermal ignition temperature of most energetic materials (e.g. thermal decomposition 
temperature is ~520 K for RDX and TNT, ~500 K for ammonium nitrate). Indeed, when PEG-
coated explosive crystals were embedded into polymer matrices and sonicated under the same 
conditions described in section 3.4, intense hot spots arose from the PEG-coated crystals and 
triggered their thermal decomposition (Figure 3.19). The thermographs show very distinctive 
cooling of the hot spots right after they reached peak temperature, which presumably is caused 
by the endothermic decomposition and fast gas expansion during combustion.  
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3.6.2 Micro control of hot spot initiation in energetic materials 
An actual EM usually has a high density of explosive crystals stacking with each other in 
its volume. When the EM is initiated by a shockwave or strong impact, hot spots may be 
generated at random locations, in random numbers, and with random dynamics. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, this is because multiple energy concentration mechanisms, including adiabatic 
compressions, micro-plastic deformations, jetting and friction, can compete and interplay with 
each other. The process is therefore highly uncontrollable and may lead to inconsistent or 
undesirable EM performance. In contrast, under ultrasonic impact, when interfacial de-adhesion 
sites are artificially engineered into the materials during fabrication, hot spots can be initiated 
exclusively at desired locations and intensities in the EM structures, providing a method to 
precisely control the starting point, orientation and dynamics of the detonation/deflagration 
process. 
To demonstrate this capability, PDMS composite samples were prepared with high 
loadings of embedded RDX crystals, which inherently had large numbers of inter-crystal 
contacts; we put a liquid coating around specific RDX inclusions only. As shown by Figure 3.20 
a and b, three RDX crystals were PEG-coated out of the 100 crystals in the 0.25 cm2 area of the 
PDMS composite. Under ultrasonic irradiation, hot spots arose simultaneously and exclusively at 
the three PEG-coated crystal sites. The hot spots then ignite the RDX crystals and grew 
explosively, causing a thermal reaction to spread through the rest of the material in less than 100 
ms. Similar hot spot control was also achieved for even higher RDX crystal loadings, as shown 
in Figure 3.20 c-e, where all crystals tightly stack with each other in the polymer matrix. While 
the abundant inter-crystal contacts may potentially cause frictional heating under stronger 
mechanical stimuli, apparently the mild ultrasonic impact is insufficient to activate the friction 
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between these crystals and therefore prevents inter-crystal friction to compete with interfacial de-
adhesion as a mechanism for hot spot formation. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Control of initiation locations in composite explosives. (a) IR image showing ~ 
100 RDX crystals embedded in a PDMS matrix, and the three crystals indicated by red arrows 
were coated with PEG, and thermographs of the area under ultrasonic impact are displayed for 
(b) 70 ms, (c) 90 ms, and (d) 130 ms. (e) IR image showing RDX crystals tightly packed in a 
PDMS matrix; the three locations indicated by red circles were coated with PEG, and their 
optical micrographs were shown in (f). (g) Thermographs of the area in (e) sonicated under 
ultrasonic impact are displayed for 60 ms, 70 ms, and 90 ms. All scale bars are 1 mm. Sonication 
conditions for both experiments are 44 µm horn amplitude and 970 kPa static pressure. 
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We can provide the same control over hot spot locations in samples with a real polymer 
bonded explosive (PBX-9407) that contains voids, pores and cracks; interestingly, the presence 
of such complex microstructures did not compete with interfacial de-adhesion for hot spot 
formation either (Figure 3.21). A thorough examination of ultrasonic hot spot generation in 
polymer bonded composites will be further provided in Chapter 4. 
 
 
Figure 3.21 (a) Optical micrograph of a PDMS matrix embedded with a PEG-coated and a 
pristine piece of PBX-9407. (b) Thermographs of the sample in (a) under sonication of 27 µm 
horn amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure at 60 ms and 100 ms.  
 
 
3.6.3 Control of multiple-component thermal reactions 
The generation of ultrasonic hot spots can also be used to control the reactions of 
multiple components, e.g., fuel/oxidizer explosives. We have applied ultrasound to trigger a 
vigorous inter-crystal reaction between sucrose and potassium chlorate, both of which are widely 
used ingredients for home-made explosives (HME). As shown in Figure 3.22, the two solid 
particles surrounded by a layer of PEG were in close contact with each other in the PDMS 
matrix. Moderate ultrasonic irradiation generated localized heating of the two crystals through 
the same interfacial de-adhesion mechanism, which then caused a runaway deflagration with the 
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rapid release of hot gaseous products. The power of the inter-crystal reaction is evident from the 
size of the gas pocket created on the material recorded both in real time by the thermographs and 
afterwards by conventional camera (Figure 3.22 b, t=80 ms, and Figure 3.23 c). Noticeably the 
reaction between the fuel and oxidizer can also occur when the two components are embedded in 
proximity to each other, but not in direct contact. Hot spots induced on the individual crystals 
will grow and deflagration occurs when the hot spot expands to include the other inclusion 
(Figure 3.23).  
 
 
Figure 3.22 Ultrasonic initiation of a fuel/oxidizer runaway reaction of contacting crystals. 
(a) Optical micrograph showing a PDMS composite with closely contacted PEG-coated sucrose 
and KClO3 crystals as inclusions (scale bar 200 µm).  (b) Thermographs of the sample sonicated 
at 27 µm horn amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. The original location of the two embedded 
crystals is indicated by the dashed line in the thermal image at 20 ms. (c) Photograph of the same 
area after sonication showing a gas pocket. (d) Temperature evolution of the hot spot. 
Temperature was averaged from a 200 µm by 200 µm area at the center of the hot spot. 
 
Micro-scale explosions could occur on potassium chlorate crystals coated by a layer of 
sucrose-PEG suspension. As the sucrose fuel was in powder form, the kinetics for the redox 
reaction was even faster. With the help of a neutral density filter, we were able to elongate the 
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integration time of the camera (from 100 µs to 2 ms) to successfully capture thermographs before 
and during the explosion, which show a heating rate of at least 40,000 K/s (Figure 3.24, as each 
thermograph records the intensity in a long integration time, the actual dynamics can be much 
faster). Intense light emission was also observed during the explosion, as well as a blasting 
sound. 
Reactions of other oxidizer/fuel combinations, including potassium chlorate with Al 
powder and mineral oil, were also successfully initiated by ultrasonic hot spots, and the 
thermographs are shown in Figure 3.25. 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Ultrasonic initiation of a fuel/oxidizer runaway reaction of crystals in 
proximity. (a) Optical micrograph showing a PDMS composite with PEG-coated sucrose and 
KClO3 crystals as inclusions in close proximity, and the thermographs of the sample sonicated at 
27 µm horn amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure at (b) 40 ms, (c) 70 ms, and (d) 80 ms. All 
scale bars are 1 mm. 
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Figure 3.24 Ultrasonic initiation of microscale explosion. (a) The IR image of a PDMS matrix 
embedded with a KClO3 crystal coated by slurry of sucrose powder and PEG. (b) Optical 
micrograph of the same sample. (c) Thermograph of the sample under the ultrasonic impact of 44 
µm horn amplitude and 970 kPa static pressure at 20 ms, 30 ms and 40 ms. Scale bars are 1 mm. 
(d) The intense light emission near the tip of the horn from the explosion under sonication. 
 
 
Figure 3.25 Ultrasonic initiation of fuel/oxidizer reactions. (a) Optical micrograph of a PDMS 
matrix embedded with a KClO3 crystal coated by slurry of Al powder (70 nm) and PEG, and (b) 
thermographs of the sample under sonication at 50 ms and 60 ms. (c) Optical micrograph of a 
PDMS matrix embedded with an uncoated KClO3 crystal and a mineral oil coated KClO3 
crystal, and (d) thermographs of the sample under sonication at 40 ms and 50 ms. Both 
experiments were done at 44 µm horn amplitude and 970 kPa static pressure. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
It has been successfully demonstrated that ultrasound, a mild source of mechanical 
energy, is able to generate intense hot spots in polymer matrix composites, and that both the 
location and the dynamics of these hot spots can be controlled. Sites of de-adhesion between 
solid inclusions and the polymer matrix nucleate local frictional heating from relative motion of 
the polymer against the solid inclusion, thus initiating the formation of hot spots.  The de-
adhesion can be a thin liquid coating, a surface treatment of the solid inclusion that prevents 
adhesion of the polymer, or a non-wettable solid (e.g., a low surface energy material such as 
Teflon). The predominant contributor to the dynamics of hot spot formation is the ultrasonically 
induced motion of the matrix relative to the inclusion: roughly speaking, the hot spot dynamics 
are not substantially affected by the choice of solid inclusion or by the method of de-adhesion. 
The hot spot is, however, strongly affected by the ultrasonic intensity. The ability to generate, 
image and manipulate hot spots in composite solids under ultrasonic irradiation provides a new 
platform to study mechanical energy concentration and to correlate such concentrations with 
local structural features.  
As a direct application, these ultrasonic hot spots are capable of initiating localized 
thermal reactions of EMs on the microscale. It has been demonstrated that EMs can be initiated 
one crystal at a time by the intentional introduction of a de-adhered interface into the material. 
The fact that interfacial de-adhesion dictates ultrasonic hot spot generation even in the presence 
of complex microstructures (i.e. crystal contacts, voids, pores and cracks) provides a significant 
advantage over impact initiation of EMs; the dynamics of thermal initiation can be spatially 
controlled independently of composition or explosive microstructure. One might even speculate 
that control of local hot spot formation may provide methods to alter the overall rates of 
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reactions in solids so that EMs may be driven into a slow decomposition rather than deflagration 
or detonation. Ultrasonic irradiation can also serve as a method to identify de-adhesion defects in 
small samples from batch production of EM, permitting more reliable production of 
mechanically stable, impact insensitive EM for critical applications.  
While runaway exothermic reactions are easier to observe, ultrasonic hot spots should 
also be able to drive a much wider range of chemical processes in solids, regardless of the 
enthalpy of the reaction itself. The control of localized heating in solids is not only an issue for 
energetic material initiation, but also has general applicability to the transformation and 
fabrication of microstructured solids. Solid state sonochemical reactions of potential future 
interest include redox reactions of metal ions, electrocyclic reactions of π systems, self-healing 
materials (e.g., in situ polymerizations), and mechanochemical depolymerizations.  The last of 
these, indeed, has seen significant recent work ranging from depolymerization of vulcanized 
rubber45-46 to cleavage of polymers at synthetically designed mechanophores embedded in the 
middle of the polymer chain2,3,36,37.47-50 
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CHAPTER 4 
HOT SPOT GENERATION AND CONTROL IN POLYMER BONDED COMPOSITES 
UNDER ULTRASONIC IMPACT 
 
4.1 Introduction 
As described in Chapter 1, polymer bonded composites are a very common type of 
energetic materials (EMs) for military and aerospace applications. They are consisted of densely 
packed EM crystals or amorphous particles with a range of particle sizes held together by a small 
fraction of polymer binders (5 to 20 wt%) in the interstitial regions. Such polymer bonded 
composites have fundamentally different materials structures compared to polymer matrix 
composites: the major heterogeneity in the polymer bonded composites arises from the highly 
irregular particle-particle interfaces and porosities,1-2 which are more difficult to characterize and 
define than the polymer-particle interface in the polymer matrix composite models of the 
previous chapter. The structural heterogeneity of the polymer bonded composites also determines 
their unique mechanical properties: on the macroscale, the material should be harder and much 
less elastic than polymer matrix composites due to the high percentage of hard crystalline 
particles; on the microscale, the mechanical stress may be able to localize in specific regions and 
interact with the heterogeneous structures through multiple mechanisms, including friction, 
plastic deformation, viscoelastic deformation and pore collapses.3-4 
Predicting the thermomechanical energy conversion in such polymer bonded composite 
structures under various stress levels and strain rates has proven to be very difficult. Some recent 
efforts of simulating structural deformation and hot spot generation in polymer bonded 
explosives (PBX) under impact or shock wave conditions were reviewed in Chapter 1. Fidelity 
of these simulation works is still questionable because mesoscale modelling relies heavily on 
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precise physical descriptions for each component in the heterogeneous microstructures and the 
boundary (i.e. interfacial) conditions, which remains elusive.5 
In this chapter, ultrasonic impact was again used as a mild mechanical energy source to 
generate intense localized heating in polymer bonded composites. Great emphasis is put on 
examining the possibility to control hot spot generation via interfacial delamination and friction, 
which we determined as the predominant mechanism of hot spot generation for polymer matrix 
composites. Several methods to introduce interfacial delamination into a polymer bonded 
composite are proposed, and the effectiveness of each modification method observed and 
discussed. 
 
 
4.2 Composite model design 
Following the widely reported recipe for polymer bonded explosive simulants (PBS),6-7 
sucrose and NaCl crystals were chosen as the major particle components in the composite, and 
estane polymer (an ester-based thermoplastic polyurethane with high elongation, good 
mechanical flexibility and abrasion resistance) was chosen as the polymer binder in most of the 
samples. Because the particle size in typical polymer bonded explosives (PBX) has a bimodal 
distribution (Figure 1.4), the sucrose and NaCl crystals used here were also a mixture of particles 
with two sizes. 
In Chapter 3, interfaces with low surface energy or with a thin layer of liquid insulation 
have been discovered to be an effective method to produce delamination and locally absorb the 
ultrasonic energy in polymer matrix composites. In order to find an effective ultrasonic energy 
absorbing agent/structure in the polymer bonded composites, three general types of inclusions 
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and defects are designed and tested, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. First, particle inclusions can be 
embedded into the composite, in a way similar to the introduction of inclusions into a polymer 
matrix. In order to induce interfacial delamination and friction, the surface of these particles are 
chosen to either has a low surface energy, or can easily deform under stress. The particle 
inclusions that have been examined are polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) cubes and beads (with or 
without a liquid coating), polyethylene (PE) beads, polystyrene (PS) beads, liquid infused 
pumice stone, and pieces of paraffin wax. Second, instead of particle inclusions, it is also 
possible to embed a thin film with a non-binding surface into the composite structure, which 
serves directly as a delaminated interface. Such thin film modification may be more effective at 
promoting relative motions under acoustic vibration because a 3D-shaped inclusion may have the 
problem of being tightly locked by its surrounding crystals. The film most frequently applied in 
this work is wax-coated Al foil. Finally, de-bonded interfaces are directly introduced into the 
composite structure either by creating cracks or removing the polymer binder locally with 
solvent treatment. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Modification methods for the polymer bonded composite structure. (a) 
Composite8 embedded with particle inclusions (purple) that may have coatings on their surface 
(orange). (b) Composite embedded with a thin film (purple) that may be coated (orange). (c) 
Composite with de-bonded interface (i.e. crack or removal of polymer binder).  
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4.3 Experimental methods 
4.3.1 General notes 
The thermal imaging and sonication platform designed in Chapter 2 and used in Chapter 
3 was also applied here to the samples of polymer bonded composites, with the configuration 
shown in Figure 4.2 a. In order to make the localized heating at the interior of the composite 
structures visible to the IR camera, the samples are pressed into thin pellets, typically of 1 to 2 
mm thickness. The pellets are coated with a thin layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, ~100 
µm), which serves both as an energy coupling pad and as a protection against the direct friction 
of the pellet surface with the horn tip or the sapphire window. In order to prevent drilling of the 
ultrasonic horn into the pellet, the pellet diameter (7 mm) was designed to be smaller than the 
diameter of the horn tip (10 mm). Another experimental configuration (Figure 4.2 b), in which 
the pellet was fully embedded in a thick PDMS slab, was also considered. The benefit of this 
alternative design is that the pellet structure is better confined and therefore is less inclined to 
crush under the acoustic vibration and static pressure. It was discovered, however, that the 
acoustic energy transduced into the pellet was much lower in this configuration, and therefore it 
was not further pursued. 
Estane 5703 was purchased from Lubrizol. Paraffin wax (pellets) was purchased from 
Spectrum and has a melting point of 54 °C to 57 °C. Solid PTFE beads (1/16 inch diameter, 
~1.58 mm) were purchased from K-mac Plastics. PE microspheres (500-600 µm diameter, with 
red dyes) and Barium Titanate solid glass microspheres (500-600 µm diameter, transparent) were 
purchased from Cospheric, Inc. PS microspheres (500-600 µm diameter, translucent) were 
purchased from Polysciences, Inc. Origin and treatment of all other chemicals have been 
described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1.  
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Figure 4.2 Experimental configurations for the sonication and thermal imaging of polymer 
bonded composite pellets. (a) Pellet coated with a thin layer of PDMS. (b) Pellet embedded in a 
thick PDMS slab. 
 
Bimodal distribution of particles was achieved by mechanically mixing crystals of 250-
500 µm size and crystals of 40-50 µm size (both obtained from a sonic sifter, ATM Corp.) in a 
3:1 weight ratio. Pellet samples were compressed using a 7 mm pellet die made from hardened 
steel, and a 10 ton hydraulic presser.  
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were obtained on a JEOL 6060LV instrument 
operating at 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. Samples were mounted via carbon tape and 
sputter coated with ~10 nm of Au/Pd prior to imaging. Cross-sections of the pellets were 
obtained by cutting the samples with a fresh razor blade. X-ray tomography was performed on an 
Xradia Bio MicroXCT-400 3D X-ray imaging system, with a 40 kV 8 W source power and 200 
µA source current. Either a 4x or 1x magnification objective lens was used. 3D reconstruction 
was based on 0-180° scan of 4 images per degree, each with 10s integration time. X-ray 
transmission micrographs were taken on the same instrument with the same source settings, and 
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were averaged from three 10s-integration images. Optical micrographs were obtained on a Zeiss 
Axioskop optical/fluorescence microscope with no polarizers inserted. Photographs of the 
samples were typically taken by a Canon 5D camera with or without backlighting, using a 100 
mm macro lens. 
Similar to previous experiments, the static pressure imposed on the sample was set to 
either 300 kPa or 970 kPa; the ultrasonic horn was set to vibrate at 27 µm, 44 µm or 66 µm peak-
to-peak amplitudes. The residual materials on the tip of the horn after each run were cleaned by 
isopropanol wipes. Irradiation pulses were typically from 0.1 s to 1 s in duration and were 
initiated while the MWIR camera (controlled by NI Vision Acquisition Software) was taking 
frames at 100 Hz and 100 µs integration time. 
 
4.3.2 Preparation of the composite pellets 
The procedure for preparing a sucrose-estane composite pellet is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
First, estane polymer was precipitated onto the sucrose crystals via an anti-solvent method 
similar to that used for PBX preparation (Figure 1.5). Specifically, to prepare 4 g of 95 wt% 
sucrose – 5 wt% estane composite powder, 2.85 g sucrose crystal of 250-500 µm size and 0.95 g 
sucrose crystal of 40-50 µm size were suspended in 15 mL of CHCl3 containing 0.2 g estane 
(added as 0.1 g/mL CHCl3 solution); The slurry was vigorously stirred in a flask, while 50 mL of 
bromooctane was added dropwise to the mixture from an addition funnel as an anti-solvent to 
precipitate the estane. Both bromooctane and CHCl3 have relatively high density and therefore 
can help the suspension o f the particles so that the estane coating on the particles is more 
homogeneous. After precipitation was complete, CHCl3 was removed from the suspension by 
evaporation. The mixture was then filtered, washed with hexane, and dried under vacuum at 60 
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°C overnight to form a loose sucrose-estane aggregate. The mass ratio of sucrose and estane was 
altered to prepare composite with other polymer percentage as well, but the mass ratio of big and 
small sucrose crystals was always kept at 3 to 1. The yield was consistently > 99%, meaning that 
no particle or polymer mass was lost in the process. After the sucrose-estane composite was 
obtained, these aggregates were pressed at 2.5 ton of pressure (~600 MPa) for 1 minute in room 
temperature to form the pellet (7 mm diameter, 1-2 mm thickness) needed for the sonication 
experiment. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Schematic for the preparation of sucrose-estane composite pellet. 
 
NaCl-estane pellets were prepared using the same procedures. Pellets of sucrose and 
NaCl crystals bonded with other polymers, such as PDMS and hydroxyl-terminated 
polybutadiene (HTPB) have also been prepared. Because these polymers cannot be dissolved in a 
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solvent, their liquid precursors were directly mixed with the particles, degassed, and thermally 
cured in place. The cured chunk of material was broken into small pieces and pressed into pellets 
under the same conditions as above. 
Figure 4.4 shows the microstructures of the as-prepared polymer-bonded particles and the 
cross-section of the pressed pellets. In the as-prepared polymer bonded particle aggregates, the 
smaller crystals are joined with each other by polymer binders, and further adhere to the larger 
crystals. In the pressed pellets, the large crystals are closely packed with each other, and the 
polymer-bonded smaller particles fill the interstitial areas. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Structural characterizations of polymer-bonded particles and pressed pellets. (a) 
SEM image of 95 wt% sucrose – 5 wt% estane aggregates before pressing. (b) Cross-sectional 
SEM image of the materials in (a) after being pressed into a pellet. (c) SEM image of 85 wt% 
sucrose – 15 wt% estane aggregates before pressing. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of the 
materials in (c) after being pressed into a pellet. (e) SEM image of 85 wt% NaCl – 15 wt% 
estane aggregates. (f) Cross-sectional SEM image of the materials in (e) pressed into pellet. 
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4.3.3 Preparation of pellets with inclusions and defects 
The preparation procedure for composite pellets with inclusions embedded inside was 
slightly different from the procedure used for preparing the unmodified pellets. In order to bury 
the inclusions at the interior of the pellet structure without exposure to the surface, a step-by-step 
sandwich preparation method was adopted, similar to the method used for preparing polymer 
matrix composite samples in Chapter 3. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, ~30 mg of estane-bonded 
sucrose aggregate was loaded into the pellet die and gently pressed to form a bottom layer of the 
pellet (~500 µm thickness); another 30-50 mg of the estane-bonded sucrose was loaded on top of 
the bottom layer together with the inclusion (e.g. polymer microsphere or tiny piece of Al foil), 
which was also gently pressed to form the middle modified layer of the pellet (~1.5 mm for 
pellets embedded with PTFE beads, and 500-1000 µm thickness for all other samples); finally, 
~30 mg of estane-bonded sucrose was loaded as a cover on the top, and the whole pellet was 
pressed at 600 MPa for 1 minute at room temperature.  
 
 
Figure 4.5 Schematic of preparation procedure for the composite pellets with inclusions. (a) 
Formation of the unmodified bottom layer. (b) Formation of the modified middle layer. (c) 
Formation of the unmodified top layer. (d) Completed pellet in the pellet die. Gray: polymer-
coated particles; purple with orange outline: inclusions. 
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A method has been described in Chapter 3 for coating a particle inclusion with either a 
thin layer of viscous liquid or a Teflon-AF film. Paraffin wax coated Al foil was obtained by dip 
coating a thin slice (~1 mm wide) of Al foil in melted wax liquid (at 80 °C), and cooling at room 
temperature. Figure 4.6 shows the characterization of the wax-coated Al foil under electron 
microscopy. The wax coating completely covers the Al foil surface, and forms a 80-100 µm 
layer in the thickest region. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Cross-sectional SEM image of a piece of wax-coated Al foil.  
 
The location of the polymer bead and wax inclusions can be clearly resolved by X-ray 
tomography. However, it is usually very difficult to characterize the location and morphology of 
thin films embedded in the pellet by the same technique, because their X-ray absorption is trivial 
compared to the greater bulk crystals surrounding them. This is specifically a problem for Al foil 
embedded in NaCl-estane pellets. For these samples, Backlighted optical transmission 
photographs are used to perform a 2D mapping of the inclusion’s location in the pellet. 
Cracks were introduced into the composite pellet by striking a small hammer onto a thin 
rod (~1 mm diameter) that was held perpendicularly on top of the pellet surface. Typically 
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several cracks would initiate and expand from the impact zone. Their locations, widths and 
lengths were characterized by X-ray tomography, as described later. 
The local removal of polymer binders on a composite pellet was done by repeatedly 
dropping one microliter aliquots of tetrahydrofuran (THF) onto the surface of the pellet several 
times. The effect of solvent erosion is visible under electron microscopy, as shown by Figure 4.7. 
Because the solvent starts to dissolve the polymer binders from the surface, the depth of binder 
removal was limited, and also not very well controlled. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 SEM images of the solvent eroded surface of a 95 wt% sucrose – 5 wt% estane pellet 
(left) and the pristine surface of the same pellet (right). 
 
4.3.4 Protective coating of the pellets for sonication 
The procedure for the application of the protective coating and loading of the pellet onto 
the sapphire window is as follows: First, a ~300 µm thick PDMS film was drop casted on a 
sapphire window, and cured at 100 °C for 30 min. The pellet was then dip coated in uncured 
PDMS and was positioned at the center of the sapphire window. The coated pellet, together with 
the window, was cured at 50 °C for at least 8 hours. The curing temperature was kept low due to 
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the low melting point of the wax or wax-coated inclusions. The thickness of the protective 
PDMS film was characterized to be ~100 µm (Figure 4.8). 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Cross-sectional SEM image of a PDMS-coated NaCl-estane pellet. The areas to 
identify coating thickness are marked by red dash lines. 
 
 
4.4 Observations of hot spot generation 
4.4.1 Heating from unmodified pellets 
Figure 4.9 shows the ultrasonic heating of three kinds of unmodified pellets: (1) 85 wt% 
NaCl – 15 wt% estane pellet (NaCl-E-15), (2) 85 wt% sucrose – 15 wt% estane pellet (Sucrose-
E-15), (3) 95 wt% NaCl – 5 wt% estane pellet (NaCl-E-5). In all three cases, the pellets were 
heated only mildly, with the strongest heating occurring in the NaCl-E-5 sample, reaching nearly 
500 K in 500 ms. In general, it seems the NaCl-estane pellet has a higher bulk heating rate than 
the sucrose-estane pellet, and the heating rate also increases with decreasing polymer binder 
percentage. The bulk heating of the pellets is stronger on the material edges, which correspond to 
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regions of higher strain.9 This suggests that the bulk heating may be mostly attributed to material 
viscoelasticity. The heating is also relatively homogeneous through the depth of the pellet, rather 
than concentrated on the top or bottom surface, suggesting that the acoustic energy is effectively 
transmitted to the interior of the material. Similar heating profiles have been consistently 
observed for all NaCl-estane and sucrose-estane pellets with 5 wt%, 10 wt% and 15 wt% of 
polymer content. At higher ultrasonic amplitude (i.e. 66 µm) or higher static pressure (i.e. 970 
kPa), the destruction of the pellets occurs very rapidly (<300 ms) and the thermographs become 
irreproducible. Overall, under mild ultrasonic impact, no intense hot spots were generated from 
unmodified composite pellets, which matches with our observation from polymer matrix 
composite samples discussed in the previous chapter that crystal-crystal interactions and pore 
compression are not viable mechanical energy concentration mechanisms under our conditions 
of acoustic vibration. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Ultrasonic heating on unmodified pellets. Thermographs of (a) NaCl-E-15 pellet, 
(b) Sucrose-E-15 pellet, (c) NaCl-E-5 pellet, and (d) cross-section of a Sucrose-E-15 pellet under 
sonication at 300 ms and 500 ms were displayed. Ultrasonic conditions: 44 µm amplitude and 
300 kPa static pressure for all samples. Sample boundaries were outlined by white dash. All 
scale bars are 1 mm. 
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In addition, pellets with PDMS and HTPB binders were also tested. It was found out that 
PDMS binders, with a percentage up to 15 wt%, is too weak to hold the particles together under 
ultrasonic impact, so a special holder needs to be designed to confine the pellets during the 
experiment. Pellets with HTPB binders have very rapid hot spot generation at random locations. 
(Figure 4.10) The strong heating may be attributed to the poor binding capability of cured HTPB 
networks during pellet pressing, which produces boundaries inside the pellet that very easily self-
delaminate. Due to these problems, pellets with PDMS and HTPB binders, despite being 
important polymer bonded composite models, have not been further explored in the current 
work. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Hot spot generation from random locations on an 85 wt% sucrose – 15 wt% HTPB 
pellet. Scale bar is 1 mm. 
 
4.4.2 Hot spots from PTFE and wax inclusions 
Two kinds of modifications have been discovered to very effectively absorb ultrasonic 
energy and to generate intense localized heating: (1) inclusion of PTFE beads, particularly when 
coated by a thin layer of liquid; (2) inclusion of mm-size wax-coated Al foil.  
Figure 4.11 a shows the X-ray micrographs of an NC-E-15 pellet containing a 1.5 mm 
diameter PTFE bead that was pre-coated with a thin layer of uncured HTPB. The PTFE bead was 
fully embedded into the pellet, without any exposure to the edges or the top and bottom surfaces. 
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The bead was compressed to an elliptical shape during pellet preparation, and in smooth contact 
with the surrounding materials. The distribution of the HTPB coating cannot be identified from 
the X-ray micrographs, but presumably the viscous liquid should be mostly absorbed into the 
micro-pores in the composite structure around the PTFE bead surface. Figure 4.11 b displays the 
thermographs of this pellet under ultrasonic impact. Localized heating started to develop from 
the PTFE bead location at ~150 ms, and grew into an intense hot spot of 600 K temperature in 
~200 ms, reaching a heating rate of ~2,000 K/s. The size and intensity of the hot spot exceeds the 
critical conditions required for impact initiation of typical secondary explosives.10 The hot spot 
did not initiate evenly around the PTFE surface, but seemed to develop from only a small region 
of the PTFE-pellet interface. This region may be the location of weakest local adhesion. 
PTFE beads without HTPB coating can also generate localized heating in the NaCl-
estane pellets, but usually with a much weaker intensity and much slower heating rate, as shown 
in Figure 4.12. The heating is no more intense than that from a random edge defect on the bottom 
left side of the pellet. Importantly, if PTFE cubes were embedded into the NaCl-estane pellet 
instead, no localized heating can be observed. This comparison suggests that a low surface 
energy interface is not enough to induce ultrasonic hot spot generation in polymer bonded 
composite structures, possibly because the inclusion can be tightly locked by the densely packed 
particles, and therefore the interfacial frictional motion is very limited. A lubricating fluidic 
surface, in contrast, does not only de-adhere the interface, but can also reduce microscale 
interfacial roughness, and therefore facilitate the relative motions at the interface to generate 
intense frictional heating. It has not been determined in the current work if the low surface 
energy of the PTFE bead is still necessary for hot spot generation, but it will be the immediate 
next step. 
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Figure 4.11 Hot spot generation from pellets with HTPB-coated PTFE bead inclusion. (a) 
X-ray micrographs of a NaCl-E-15 pellet containing a 1.5 mm PTFE bead pre-coated with a thin 
layer of uncured HTPB, from the top-down view (left) and from the cross-section (right). PTFE 
has a smaller density and therefore is the brighter region in the pictures. (b) Thermographs of the 
pellet under sonication (44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure) at 150 ms, 230 ms and 
400 ms. Scale bar is 1 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Hot spot generation from pellets with uncoated PTFE bead inclusion. (a) X-ray 
micrograph of a NaCl-E-15 pellet containing a 1.5 mm uncoated PTFE bead from the top-down 
view. (b) Thermographs of the pellet under sonication (44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static 
pressure) at 300 ms, and 400 ms. Location of the PTFE bead is outlined by red dash in all graphs. 
Both scale bars in (a) and (b) are 1 mm. 
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Another method to reproducibly generate intense hot spots in NaCl-estane pellets is the 
inclusion of mm-size wax-coated Al foil, as shown in Figure 4.13. Because the Al foil does not 
have enough density difference with the NaCl crystals to be identified by X-ray micrography, its 
location in the pellet was mapped by its shadow in backlit optical images. The morphology of the 
Al foil is expected to be fully expanded through the interfaces inside the pellet, with only slight 
wrinkles, as suggested by X-ray micrograph of the foil embedded in much lower density sucrose-
estane pellet (Figure 4.13 b).  Under ultrasonic impact, intense hot spot generates from the Al 
foil location with rapid heating dynamics (Figure 4.13 c). The heating is also highly localized 
until the destruction of the material structure.  
 
 
Figure 4.13 Hot spot generation from pellets with wax-coated Al foil as inclusion. (a) 
Backlighted optical micrograph of a NaCl-E-15 pellet containing a piece of wax-coated Al foil 
(outlined by red dash) from the top-down view. (b) X-ray micrograph of an SC-E-15 pellet 
containing a piece of wax-coated Al foil (red arrow). (c) Thermographs of the pellet in (a) under 
sonication (44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure) at 150 ms, 200 ms. and 250 ms. 
Location of the Al foil is outlined by red dash. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
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In sharp contrast, if the Al foil was embedded into the pellet without wax coating, no hot 
spot generation was observed (Figure 4.14). This comparison suggests that the function of the Al 
foil is only to provide a well-defined interface, while it is the wax coating on the foil that actually 
creates the interfacial heating. A plausible mechanism for localized heat generation is that plastic 
deformation occurs rapidly on the wax coating under external cyclic stress; the thin layer of wax 
softens and melts, and thus allows delamination and friction to occur at the wax-coated surface. 
In support of this mechanism, we were also able to observe intense hot spot generation from a 
wax cube embedded in a PDMS matrix composite, meaning that the wax surface is indeed self-
delaminating under ultrasonic impact (Figure 4.15). 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Thermographs of a NaCl-E-15 pellet embedded with a piece of uncoated Al foil 
(outlined in red dash) under ultrasonic impact (44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure) at 
150 ms, 200 ms. and 300 ms. Scale bar is 1 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 (a) IR image of a PDMS slab embedded with a piece of wax (outlined in red dash) 
and (b) thermographs of the sample under sonication (27 µm amplitude and 300 kPa pressure). 
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4.4.3 Influence of material compositions 
While ultrasonic hot spots have been consistently observed from spherical PTFE and 
wax-coated Al foil inclusions in NaCl-E-15 pellets, it was discovered that changing the pellet 
materials composition can greatly influence hot spot generation and dynamics. 
As shown in Figure 4.16, when the same inclusions (i.e. spherical PTFE and wax-coated 
Al foil) were embedded into a Sucrose-E-15 pellet instead, intense hot spot generation is turned 
off under the same ultrasonic conditions; some heating that seems to be associated with the 
inclusion still occurs (e.g. around the PTFE beads in Figure 3.16 b and near the top of the Al foil 
in Figure 3.16 d), but the intensity is just comparable with the bulk heating of the pellet itself.   
 
 
Figure 4.16 Ultrasonic heating of modified sucrose-E-15 pellets. (a) X-ray micrograph of a 
sucrose-E-15 pellet containing a 1.5 mm PTFE bead pre-coated with a thin layer of uncured 
HTPB, and (b) thermographs of the pellet under sonication at 150 ms and 300 ms. (c) X-ray 
micrograph of a sucrose-E-15 pellet embedded with a wax-coated Al foil, and (d) thermographs 
of the pellet under sonication at 150 ms and 300 ms. Inclusions in both experiments are outlined 
in red dash. Sonication conditions are 44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. All scale 
bars are 1 mm. 
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Three major differences between the NaCl-E-15 pellet and the sucrose-E-15 pellet may 
have contributed to the differences in hot spot generation. First, the density of the NaCl crystals 
(2.17 g/cm3) is much higher than that of the sucrose crystals (1.59 g/cm3). As the amplitude and 
frequency of the ultrasonic impact is kept constant for all experiments, Particles inside the NaCl-
estane pellets should be able to gain more momentum than the particles inside the sucrose-estane 
pellets due to the heavier mass. The higher kinetic energy of particles inside the composite 
structure may result in faster interface delamination and more rapid frictional heating. Second, 
under the same polymer weight percentage, the NaCl-estane pellet should always have a higher 
polymer volume percentage than the sucrose-estane pellet, due to the higher density of the NaCl 
particles (Table 4.1). Therefore, the NaCl-estane pellet should be more elastic and flexible than 
the sucrose-estane pellet under cyclic stress. This difference in mechanical property may also 
result in greater local strains and friction. Finally, the different surface energies and surface 
roughness between the NaCl and sucrose crystals determine that their bonding strengths with the 
polymer binder and the inclusions may be drastically different as well. It is possible that the 
NaCl-wax interface and the NaCl-PTFE interface are more susceptible to de-bonding than the 
sucrose counterparts, which in turn creates localized heating. 
In order to investigate the importance of polymer binder percentage for the ultrasonic 
generation of hot spots, NaCl-E-5 pellets were prepared and embedded with either HTPB-coated 
PTFE beads or wax-coated Al foil, as shown in Figure 4.17. Interestingly, the heating observed 
from these NaCl-estane samples with lower polymer percentage is quite similar to the 
observations from modified sucrose-estane pellets with 15 wt% polymer in Figure 4.16. Only 
weak heating developed in locations that may be associated with the PTFE bead or the Al foil 
inclusion, and the intensity is just comparable to the random heating near pellet edges (< 500 K), 
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meaning that the energy concentration induced at these modifications is no stronger than that of a 
random defect. This result suggests that the polymer percentage may indeed be a critical factor in 
determining the efficiency of ultrasonic energy concentration from delamination sites. The 
sensitivity of the delaminating modifications in the composite pellet under an ultrasonic impact 
seems to increase with the polymer binder percentage, which is in sharp contrast with the 
common knowledge that increasing polymer binder percentage decreases the shock, friction and 
impact sensitivity of the EM.11 The discovery also suggests that sucrose-estane pellets, with 
appropriate modification, should be able to generate intense hot spots if the polymer content is 
further increased. Such a hypothesis will be tested in the next step of this project. 
In order to determine the respective importance of crystal density and surface energy for 
the ultrasonic generation of hot spots, it is preferable to decouple these two factors by using 
crystals with similar surface energy to NaCl but similar density to sucrose. However, ionic 
crystals with density down to ~1.6 g/cm3 are very uncommon. Possible solutions include using 
hydrated salts (e.g. MgSO4∙7H2O, density 1.68 g/cm3) and sodium salts of organic acids (e.g. 
monosodium glutamate, MSG, density 1.62 g/cm3). MSG crystals have an undesirable rod shape, 
which presumably decreases the maximum packing density of the pellet under pressing. An 
MSG-estane pellet was found to generate intense heating at random locations rapidly under 
ultrasonic impact, which is probably due to the excessive voids and cracking during the packing 
of the estane-coated MSG rods. Current work is underway to examine the hot spot generation in 
modified and unmodified MgSO4∙7H2O-estane pellets under ultrasonic impact. 
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Table 4.1 Correlation of polymer weight percentage and volume percentage in NaCl-estane 
pellets and sucrose-estane pellets (assuming pellets have no porosity) 
Estane wt% 5 10 15 20 
Estane vol% 
(NaCl-estane pellet) 8.7 16.8 24.3 31.3 
Estane vol% 
(Sucrose-estane pellet) 6.5 12.9 19.0 25.0 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Ultrasonic heating of modified NaCl-E-5 pellets. (a) X-ray micrograph of a NaCl-
E-5 pellet containing a 1.5 mm PTFE bead pre-coated with a thin layer of uncured HTPB, and 
(b) thermographs of the pellet under sonication at 150 ms and 300 ms. (c) X-ray micrograph of a 
NaCl-E-5 pellet embedded with a wax-coated Al foil, and (d) thermographs of the pellet under 
sonication at 200 ms and 400 ms. Inclusions in both experiments are outlined in red dash. 
Sonication conditions are 44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
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4.4.4 Hot spot observation from other inclusions and defects 
This section includes the preliminary results of ultrasonic hot spot generation in polymer 
bonded composite pellets using other modification methods. They are so far either not fully 
reproducible, difficult to interpret, or difficult to control. Nevertheless, these results serve as 
starting points for further investigations. 
 
4.4.4.1 Hot spot generation from other polymer microspheres 
It was discovered that polyethylene (PE) microspheres embedded in NaCl-estane pellets 
may also induce intense hot spots under ultrasonic impact, as shown in Figure 4.18 a and b. 
These PE microspheres are colored by red dyes and therefore their locations are easily identified 
in backlighted optical photographs. Unlike the PTFE beads, hot spots with temperature up to 600 
K can generate from these PE microspheres even without liquid coating. PE has low surface 
energy so may be as self-delaminating as the PTFE beads. Meanwhile their diameters are much 
smaller, so there may be a lower energy threshold to create relative motion at the microsphere-
pellet interface. Another possibility is that there can be more defects and voids around the 
microsphere surface due to higher curvature. However, hot spots from the PE beads do not 
consistently generate in multiple trials.  Hot spots were only successfully observed in 3 out of 5 
parallel experiments. 
In contrast, polystyrene (PS) microspheres, when embedded into the NaCl-estane pellets, 
did not induce hot spot generation. Hot spots did arise when the PS microspheres were coated 
with liquid HTPB (Figure 4.18 c and d). However, the location of the hot spots did not 
correspond well with the microspheres, suggesting that the heating may be caused from certain 
defects created by HTPB absorbed in material porosities, not at the microsphere-pellet interface. 
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Figure 4.18 Ultrasonic heating of pellets with polymer microsphere inclusions. (a) Optical 
micrograph of a NaCl-E-15 pellet containing two PE microspheres, and (b) thermographs of the 
pellet under sonication at 300 ms and 400 ms. Microsphere locations are outlined by red dash. (c) 
X-ray micrograph of a NaCl-E-15 pellet embedded with two HTPB-coated PS microspheres (red 
arrows), and (d) thermographs of the pellet under sonication at 300 ms and 400 ms. Sonication 
conditions are 44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
 
4.4.4.2 Hot spot generation from liquid-infused porous particles 
Porous particles were embedded into the composite pellets with the intention of using 
them as liquid carriers. Liquid absorbed in the porosities, when in contact with the polymer-
bonded crystals, may be able to wet the polymer and crystal surfaces, and act as a lubricating 
agent. Figure 4.19 shows the localized heating generated from a sucrose-estane pellet embedded 
with PEG-infused pumice particles under ultrasonic impact. Hot spots developed relatively fast 
surrounding one of the inclusions, but the other inclusion remained barely heated. Hot bands also 
developed from structures 1-2 mm away from the embedded particles, showing once again that it 
is difficult to confine the liquid components in a specific location. Importantly, this example 
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shows that with appropriate modifications, intense hot spot can also generate in pellets 
containing sucrose crystals and low percentage of polymer binder. Therefore, direct liquid 
wetting may be a more effective method of energy concentration than the HTPB-coated PTFE 
beads and wax-coated Al foil described above. In practice, more work is needed to investigate 
the efficacies of a liquid-delivery method and the microstructures of the locally wetted pellets, in 
order to provide better consistency and control to the hot spot generation. 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Ultrasonic heating of pellets with liquid-infused porous particles. (a) Optical 
micrograph of a sucrose-E-5 pellet containing two PE microspheres, and (b) thermographs of the 
pellet under sonication at 300 ms and 400 ms. Microsphere locations are outlined by red dash. (c) 
X-ray micrograph of a NaCl-E-15 pellet embedded with two HTPB-coated PS microspheres (red 
arrows), and (d) thermographs of the pellet under sonication at 300 ms and 400 ms. Sonication 
conditions are 44 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure. All scale bars are 1 mm. 
 
4.4.4.3 Hot spot generation from cracks 
Material cracks are a well-known type of defect that contributes to heating in ultrasonic 
non-destructive testing12 and increases the mechanical sensitivity of EMs.4 Figure 4.20 displays 
the thermographs of a cracked composite pellet under sonication. The cracks were introduced 
into the structure by a mechanical impact at the pellet’s center before the sonication. Indeed, 
intense hot bands developed rapidly from the cracked locations. It is worth noting, moreover, 
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that the heating intensity and rate seems to be strongly correlated with the crack opening width. 
The strongest heating arose from the three cracks that have the narrowest openings (No. 1, 2 and 
3 marked in Figure 4.20 a), with one of them barely visible by X-ray tomography. As crack No. 
4 was only weakly heated and crack No. 5, the widest of all, was not heated at all, the maximum 
crack opening width that is sensitive to ultrasonic impact seems to be around 50 µm, which 
corresponds very well with the vibrational amplitude of the ultrasound used in the experiment. 
Cracks with opening larger than this width would not be able to produce frictional heating from 
ultrasonic vibrations. The crack tips, the region in the center of the graphs, show the strongest 
heating, because these are the locations with the highest strain and plastic deformation. 
 
 
Figure 4.20 Ultrasonic heating of pellet with cracks. (a) An X-ray tomographic slice of a 
sucrose-E-5 pellet, the center of which was mechanically shocked by a hammer strike (in red 
circle). The five major cracks developed were numbered in red. (b) IR image of the pellet before 
sonication. Thermographs of the pellet under sonication (27 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static 
pressure) were displayed at (c) 100 ms and (d) 250 ms. 
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A significant problem of using artificial cracks to induce and control hot spot generation 
in polymer bonded composites is that the cracks introduced by mechanical impact do not have 
well-controlled locations, widths and lengths. Therefore it would be preferable to develop 
methods that deliver controllable cracks into the composite structure. A plausible way may be to 
embed strong thin film materials (e.g. fabrics or strong thin films of polymers such as nylon or 
Kevlar) into the pellet during pressing, and pull the film out afterwards. 
Frictional heating at the crystal-crystal interface inside the composite pellets may also be 
able to occur if the polymer binders in the corresponding region are removed, e.g. by solvent 
erosion. As Figure 4.21 shows, a hot spot evolved very rapidly from the solvent treated region on 
the surface of a sucrose-estane pellet. While the result once again supports the hypothesis that the 
de-bonding of interfaces is critical for hot spot generation in the composite pellet, the solvent 
erosion method itself does not create a well-defined de-bonded interface, and also cannot modify 
material structures below contact with the pellet surface. 
 
 
Figure 4.21 Ultrasonic heating of pellet treated with solvent. (a) IR image of a sector-shaped 
pellet with the center region treated by THF (in red circle). (b) Thermographs of the sample 
under sonication (27 µm amplitude and 300 kPa static pressure) at 70 ms and 150 ms. Edge 
heating is speculated to originate from strain localization in pellet of an irregular shape. 
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4.4.4.4 Ultrasonic heating using grit particles 
It has been widely reported in EM literature that ceramic grit particles embedded into an 
explosive drastically increase its impact and friction sensitivity.13-14 It has been demonstrated in 
this work, however, that grit particles embedded in the composite pellets are not able to generate 
hot spots under ultrasonic impact. It is quite clear from this comparison that the ultrasonic 
generation of hot spots in the composite structure demands a self-delaminated interface to occur, 
while under a strong mechanical impact the interfacial bonding is no longer a constraint to 
prevent particle-particle frictions.  
 
 
4.5 Conclusions and future directions 
It has been demonstrated that ultrasound, as a mild source of mechanical energy, is able 
to generate intense localized heating in polymer bonded composite materials, that are simulants 
to polymer bonded explosives. In order for ultrasonic energy concentration and hot spot 
generation to occur, the composite structure needs to be modified by sites of interfacial 
delamination and de-bonding, which induces localized frictional heating due to the relative 
motion at the modified interface under acoustic vibrations.  
Although preliminary experiments suggest that the mechanisms for hot spot generation 
are similar to that in polymer matrix composites, introducing delamination sites that can 
effectively nucleate hot spot growth is much more difficult in polymer bonded composites, 
because of the increased material heterogeneity, weaker mechanical strength, and lower 
efficiency of ultrasound transmission. The two most effective and reproducible inclusions to 
generate hot spots in model NaCl-estane pellets are liquid-coated PTFE beads and wax-coated Al 
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foil. The liquid coating, partially absorbed in material porosities, may serve as a lubricating agent 
at the interface, and the wax coating may initiate interfacial delamination through its plastic 
deformation under cyclic stress. Liquid infusion itself may be a very effective method to create 
hot-spot-generating defects in the polymer bonded composite structure, but further work is 
needed to understand the liquid wetted material structures, and to develop methods to deliver 
liquid wetting to well-defined regions. 
Material compositions greatly influences hot spot generation and dynamics. For example, 
composites with NaCl particles show more intense heating and more rapid hot spot dynamics 
than composites with sucrose particles. More importantly, the intensity and heating rate of 
ultrasonically generated hot spots also increases with increasing polymer binder percentage. This 
trend is in the opposite direction to the influence of polymer binder percentage to the impact and 
friction sensitivity of EMs, which suggests that EMs may be designed to be impact insensitive 
but ultrasound sensitive, or vice versa, to act as smart EMs that are selective to external stimuli. 
Cracks inside polymer bonded composites can also induce intense hot band formations. 
Preliminary results seem to suggest that a critical crack opening width exists above which 
heating cannot occur. This width seems to correspond to the vibrational amplitude of the 
ultrasonic source. So far, cracks have been introduced by either a mechanical impact, or polymer 
binder removal using solvent treatment. 
Future work includes a better understanding on the influences of crystal density, crystal 
surface energy, and polymer properties on the generation and dynamics of ultrasonic hot spots. A 
better understanding is also needed on the role of liquid wetting and wax coating in hot spot 
generation. In addition, methods to introduce cracks of well-defined locations and geometries 
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should be explored. Eventually, a recipe should be established to allow the precise control of hot 
spot generation and dynamics in polymer bonded composite structures under ultrasonic impact. 
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